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Abstract

This paper aims to understand the impact of temporal spacing between ad exposures on

a consumer's decision of whether to purchase the advertised product. I create an individual-

level dataset with exogenous variation in the spacing and intensity of ads by running online

�eld experiments. In these experiments, exposure to ads is randomized across individuals

and over time. The data show that at a purchase occasion, the likelihood of a product's

purchase increases if its past ads are spread apart rather than bunched together, even if

spreading apart of ads involves shifting some ads away from the purchase occasion. Because

the traditional models of advertising do not allow for this e�ect, I build a new memory-based

model of learning through ad exposure. Using a nested test, I reject a goodwill stock model

based on the Nerlove and Arrow [1962] approach, in favor of the more general memory-based

model. Counterfactual simulations using parameter estimates show that not accounting for

the spacing e�ect of ads might lead to signi�cantly lower pro�ts for the advertisers.
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1 Introduction

Firms spend signi�cant resources on advertising. In the CPG industry, for instance, advertising

investments are 7% of sales revenues on average (AdvertisingAge [2010]). Accordingly, marketing

researchers have been interested in quantifying the impact of advertising at both the aggregate

market and individual consumer levels. Additionally, a common view about advertising is that

it has long-lived e�ects (Clarke [1976], Lodish et al. [1995a]), which has generated a rich liter-

ature that has attempted to quantify both the short and long-run impacts of advertising (see

Sethuraman et al. [Forthcoming] for a review).

To quantify the long-term e�ects of advertising on consumers' decisions, researchers have tra-

ditionally used models of advertising carry-over based on the notion of a goodwill stock that

accumulates due to advertising exposures (Nerlove and Arrow [1962]).1 According to these mod-

els, the marginal e�ect of an ad depends only on its timing relative to the purchase occasion, and

the total goodwill from other ads. Holding these two factors constant, an ad's marginal e�ect

does not depend on the timing of other ads relative to it.

In the behavioral literature, on the other hand, one of the key mechanisms suggested for ad-

vertising carry-over e�ects is learning through advertising exposures (Sawyer and Ward [1979]).

According to this mechanism, repeated exposure to advertising for a product strengthens the

memories associated with it, thereby increasing the likelihood of their recall at a purchase oc-

casion. Memory research, however, also suggests the e�cacy of learning through repetition in-

creases if the learning occasions are spaced out in time rather than massed together. Janiszewski

et al. [2003] discuss the potential of the spacing e�ect in the context of advertising though cor-

responding empirical evidence is currently lacking. Hence the importance of the spacing e�ect

in advertising is yet to be quanti�ed.

With the above background, the research questions I focus on in this paper are the following.

For an individual consumer, how does the marginal e�ect of an ad depend on that individual's

past schedule of exposure to ads for that product? Speci�cally, during a purchase occasion, does

just the recency of past ads in�uence consumer decisions, or is there any direct e�ect of time

intervals or spacing between past advertising occasions? From an advertiser's perspective, is the

spacing e�ect important?

A prerequisite to estimating the impact of carry-over and spacing of past ads is the ability to

measure the causal e�ect of advertising on consumer decisions. This is a non-trivial task for

a researcher using secondary data. First, to credibly show that advertising does in�uence con-

sumer decisions, one needs to �nd supporting evidence at the individual level. Second, even if

individual-level observational data on exposures and decisions are available, establishing causality

1Some researchers have used more general distributed lag models, where coe�cients on lagged ads may not be
restricted. Clarke [1976] summarizes some of the other modeling approaches used to quantify long-term e�ects.
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is a challenge because of the targeting of ads. Individuals exposed to ads are the ones the adver-

tisers are speci�cally targeting and hence constitute a selected population. Comparing purchase

behaviors across targeted and un-targeted segments may lead to problematic inference because

of other di�erences between these segments. Third, one needs to be concerned with another

selection problem. Typically, consumers exposed to more ads might be systematically di�erent

from the rest of the population. For example, in the case of TV ads, individuals who spend

more time watching TV view more ads. TV viewing habits might in turn be correlated with

unobserved consumer characteristics that can potentially in�uence purchase behavior.2 There-

fore, unless individual di�erences are properly accounted for, this selection problem might cause

biased inferences regarding advertising e�ects.

For this study, I focus on the context of sponsored search advertisements. To address the above

challenges and accurately estimate the impact of advertising and the e�ects of spacing, I ran 11

randomized �eld experiments at an online restaurant search website. By design, every session for

any individual visiting the website was randomly allocated to either an ad or a no-ad condition.

In the ad condition, every page browsed during the session had a random chance of displaying

an experimental banner ad, as opposed to a �dummy� banner (unrelated to the category). On

the other hand, in the no-ad condition, all the pages browsed during the session displayed the

dummy ad.

This unique empirical set-up has several advantages. First, it provides individual-level data. I

observe page-wise ad exposure and detailed information on browsing, including the restaurant

pages viewed by all individuals. Moreover, I observe when an individual generates a �sales

lead,� by viewing the restaurant's phone number. Information on calls made to the experimental

restaurants is also available. These aspects of my dataset facilitate inference of the economic value

of advertising and the role of ad spacing. Second, the experimental design provides exogenous

variation in the intensity of ads displayed during a session, thereby overcoming the selection

problems highlighted above. Third, since some individuals visiting the website at subsequent

occasions might not be exposed to the ads, I get exogenous variation in the time gaps between

advertising occasions, even among individuals that visit the website with the same frequency.

This variation identi�es the impact of spacing between ad occasions. Fourth, all but one of

the experiments are new advertising campaigns, created for the purposes of this study for the

restaurants that never advertised on this website before. Therefore, I am able to separately

identify the impact of current and past ads without making assumptions about the advertising

e�ect carried over from before the experimental time period.

Using these data, I �rst show that in the short run (i.e., during a session), sponsored search

advertising has a statistically signi�cant impact on consumer choice. In my data, on average,

allocation to the ad condition increases the consumer's likelihood of visiting the advertising

2In their empirical context of online display advertising at Yahoo!, Lewis and Reiley [2009] �nd individual
purchase behavior is correlated with number of ads viewed.
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restaurant's page by 15% and the likelihood of generating a sales lead by 48%. Furthermore,

I �nd that conditional on the browsing behavior, multiple exposures to advertising during a

browsing session leads to a greater impact on consumer choice. These �ndings provide the basis

for further analyses of carry-over and spacing e�ects.

Data on repeat visits by individuals show the presence of longer-term e�ects. I provide model-free

evidence of carry-over to future purchase occasions. I �nd the marginal e�ect of repeating an ad

display at a later occasion is smaller if the individual was exposed to ads for the same restaurant

in the previous sessions. Another interesting �nding is that at a particular purchase occasion, the

total e�ect of past ads does depend on time intervals (spacing) between previous ad exposures.

Speci�cally, when past advertising occasions occur less than two weeks apart, increasing the

time intervals increases the impact of advertising on consumer choice on average, even if ads are

shifted away from the purchase occasion. Therefore, consistent with predictions from memory

research, increasing the spacing between past advertising exposures might be bene�cial for the

advertiser. To my knowledge, this study is the �rst to provide data that identi�es both carry-over

and spacing e�ects of advertising.

With prima facie evidence for the e�ects of advertising, carry-over and spacing, I turn to building

a framework for gauging the importance of the spacing e�ect and evaluating its impact on ad-

vertising strategies. Since the traditional models of advertising such as the goodwill stock model

do not allow for this e�ect, I propose a new memory-based model of learning through advertising

exposure, grounded in �ndings from memory research in cognitive psychology. Speci�cally, my

model is based on the memory module of ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought - Rational) model

of mind (Anderson et al. [2004]) that has previously been applied in education research to de-

sign optimal practice schedules (Pavlik and Anderson [2008]). Unlike the traditional advertising

models, the memory-based learning model allows for the spacing e�ect.

I specify an empirical version of the memory model for my context of sponsored search advertising

and estimate it using the data generated by my �eld experiments. Results from the estimation

show the data support the memory-based model and reject the Nerlove-Arrow model which is

nested in a speci�cation of the proposed model. The memory model is also better for predicting

the behavior of individuals exposed to ads repeatedly after small time gaps. By simulating

returns from various advertising strategies, I show that using the wrong model might lead to

signi�cantly lower returns for the advertisers.

This paper contributes in several ways to research focused on understanding the impact of adver-

tisements. It adds to the literature on advertising carry-over e�ects, by providing experimental

evidence that even simple banner ads that are not too informative about the product can lead to

persistent e�ects of advertising. Further, it suggests and provides evidence for an explicit model

of ad carry-over through learning by repeated exposure to ads that is testable and can be easily

compared with the traditionally used models. The paper also contributes to past research fo-
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cused on understanding the e�ects of sponsored search ads (Ghose and Yang [2009]) by providing

evidence of their impact using randomized �eld experiments. It quanti�es the impact of di�erent

levels of ad exposures during a search session, which has implications for advertising strategies

on search engines such as Google. For researchers and managers interested in scheduling ads over

time, my study can provide inputs to understanding the trade-o�s involved in ad scheduling. Fur-

thermore, the paper contributes to research focused on incorporating �ndings in psychology into

economic models of consumer behavior by estimating a model based on psychology primitives

using real market data.

In the following sections, I start with a discussion of some relevant papers in the existing litera-

ture on advertising. In section 3, I discuss the source of my data for the analysis, followed by a

discussion on the experiment design in section 4. Next, in section 5 I present my analysis provid-

ing evidence for the short-term e�ects of advertising on user clicks, page visits, and conversion

to sales leads. In section 6, I focus on the long term, showing evidence of carry-over and spacing

e�ects of ads. In section 7, I introduce a model of learning through advertising and discuss its

key features that lead to di�erent advertising implications. Details of structural estimation are

discussed in section 8. Lastly, I summarize the �ndings and conclude in section 9.

2 Relevant Literature

The empirical literature on advertising is vast, Sethuraman et al. [Forthcoming] review the lit-

erature quantifying advertising elasticities. There are few studies showing clear evidence of the

causal e�ect of ads on sales in a �eld setting. Lodish et al. [1995b,a] run �eld experiments using

split-cable technology to show that TV advertising can lead to increase in sales, and this e�ect

may carry over to the future. Lewis and Reiley [2009] show online display advertising can be

e�ective in driving o�ine sales.

Online sponsored search ads have been a topic of recent, active research in Marketing (Ghose and

Yang [2009, 2010], Rutz and Bucklin [2007]). Most of the studies on this topic use observational

data about an advertiser's ad-campaigns, aggregated at the keyword level on major search engines

such as Google. Therefore in making causal inferences, they face the econometric challenges listed

above. I overcome these issues by obtaining individual-level data from a search engine (rather

than from one advertiser) and exogenously manipulating ad exposure.

On the impact of repeated exposures of ads in general, there is no clear evidence due to the

econometric issues researchers using aggregate �eld data face. Many of the early experimental

studies in lab settings (summarized by Pechmann and Stewart [1988]) used brand/advertising

recall as dependent measures that have been found to be inaccurate predictors of sales (Lodish

et al. [1995b]). Studies using Single Source data have used individual-level exposure and purchase

information to study advertising e�ects (e.g., Ackerberg [2001], Terui et al. [2010]). However,
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these data do not have exogenous variation in the intensity of ad exposure across individuals and

are therefore not suited to make causal arguments unless other di�erences among individuals are

controlled for. Winer [1993] discusses the usage and limitations of Single Source data in detail.

Most studies on modeling advertising carry-over use distributed lag models (Clarke [1976]). Many

use an exponentially decaying goodwill stock model based on the approach suggested by Nerlove

and Arrow [1962]. According to these models, impact of ads on a purchase occasion depends

only on the time elapsed between the ad and the purchase occasion. On the other hand, the

behavioral literature highlights the role of persistent learning, that is retention of information in

the memory in the carry-over of advertising e�ects (see Sawyer and Ward [1979]) .3 Janiszewski

et al. [2003] further discuss the implications of the spacing e�ect in verbal learning on the impact

of repeated exposure to ads. However, to my knowledge, there is no clear evidence supporting

the spacing e�ect for advertising in the �eld. Also, the traditionally used models of advertising

carry-over for individual consumers don't explain this e�ect. 4

In the �eld of psychology, the spacing e�ect has been discussed repeatedly over the years since

Ebbinghaus discovered the phenomenon in 1885 (see Ebbinghaus [1913]). Researchers in cog-

nitive psychology have built models explaining the process of memory storage and retrieval -

allowing for the spacing e�ects in learning. I speci�cally build on the ACT-R model of mind

(see Anderson et al. [2004]). Anderson and Milson [1989] show that this model of memory is a

rational memory design; that is, it is an optimal information retrieval system where items are

stored in such a way that the cost of retrieval is minimal. It has also been used to design optimal

practice schedules in education research; for example, Pavlik and Anderson [2008] show that an

optimal schedule of practice based on this model maximizes recall at minimal cost (time invested

in learning).

3 The Empirical Context

For this study, I conducted �eld experiments at one of the largest restaurant search websites in

India. The portal is designed to help consumers choose restaurants for ordering food or dining.

It provides information such as phone numbers, scanned menus, ratings, reviews and so forth,

for more than 10,000 restaurants in six major cities in India. The website claims to cover all

restaurants in these markets. Indeed, for the markets considered in this study, the number of

restaurants in this website's database is roughly 40% higher than those returned by searching on

the next major competitor. Analysis of the search data reveals the majority of website visitors

use it to order food for home delivery.

3The term �learning� here is used to describe retention of information as opposed to gaining new informa-
tion/quality e.g. in Erdem et al. [2008].

4Naik et al. [1998] build an aggregate market-level model of advertising, accounting for wearin-wearout of ads.
This model allows for �rms to spread their aggregate spending over time, but does not describe an individual's
response to ads.
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On the website, users can have multiple search sessions over di�erent purchase occasions. Many

sessions start at the home page, which contains a search query box and a set of �lters the

user can apply (e.g., choosing the geographic area for search). This page also displays some of

the latest reviews of restaurants but has no ads. Once the user enters a query, he reaches a

search results page, that contains a list of restaurants satisfying the �lters applied, and sorted by

popularity. Each search results page has links to pages of up to 20 restaurants listed, along with

basic information such as the cuisines served, approximate cost for two, address, rating, and so

on. In search engine terminology, these links are called organic links. By clicking on the organic

links (or through ads in the right-hand panel), users can reach a restaurant's page. Restaurant

pages provide additional information: scanned menus, detailed ratings, and editorial and user

reviews. Figure 1 shows a snapshot example of a search result and a restaurant page. To view

the phone number of the restaurant, the user has to click on a link on the restaurant page, which

then �ips and displays the number. This extra step, viewed as a �sales lead,� was added to all

restaurant pages for these experiments, to enable tracking of the restaurants users chose. Each

page also has a search query box and �lters to restart or narrow the search process. For the

current analysis, this set up is important since all the restaurant pages are on the same website,

allowing me to track all the choices individuals viewed.

Targeting of Ads

Any restaurant or search results page has upto eight slots for sponsored banners on the right-hand

panel.5 Over the course of the experiments, the website practiced plain geographic targeting of

ads; all users searching for a restaurant in a geographic area were exposed to the same set of

ads.6 For example, during a particular week, every user who visited a page for a restaurant in

South-Delhi, or browsed for restaurants in this area, was exposed to the same set of ads in the

right-hand panel of the page, regardless of past browsing behavior or any other characteristics

of the search.

Targeting of ads has implications for measurement of both immediate and long-term advertising

e�ects. In the context of this restaurant search website, in the absence of an experimental ma-

nipulation, individuals exposed to ads for a restaurant are di�erent from those not exposed, in

terms of the geographic area of search. Compared with the untargeted population, the targeted

individuals might be located closer to the advertiser's restaurant and therefore more likely to pur-

chase from it even in the absence of ads. Hence, comparing choices made by targeted individuals

who see the ads with un-targeted ones who do not would lead to problematic inferences.

Furthermore, individuals who browse more pages on the website during a session see more ads.

5If the advertiser is a chain, then clicking on the ad banners typically takes the user to a page with links to
web pages for the chain's outlets in the �ltered geographic area. For independent restaurants, on the other hand,
ad banners point directly to the restaurant page.

6Restaurants in the database, are grouped into zones and sub-zones based on their geographic locations. A
typical zone is spread across an area of around 25 sq. mi. and a sub-zone around 1 sq. mi. The advertisements
are based on the �ltered zone, or the zone of the restaurant whose page was visited.
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Those who see more ads are part of a self-selected subset of the population who search more and

therefore may have lower search costs, and possibly systematically di�erent preferences. Hence,

in the absence of exogenous variation, comparing choices of individuals who see more ads with

those who see fewer can lead to biased estimates of the impact of additional advertising.

4 Experiment Design

I address the challenges in measuring the impact of ads by designing experiments to create

exogenous variation in advertising exposure. To achieve generalizable results, I ran 11 similar

experiments with di�erent advertised restaurants in non-overlapping geographic areas and time

periods. In every experiment, one advertising slot was reserved for experimental manipulation

and the rest continued to display paid ads as usual. By experimental design, every session by a

user at the website was randomly assigned to one of the following conditions:

• No-ad condition (NA): A session allocated to the no-ad condition was not exposed to ads

for the experimental restaurant in any of the pages browsed. The ad slot chosen for the

experiment displayed a dummy banner instead.

• Ad condition (A): Every page request by a user session in this condition had a random

chance of displaying an ad for the experimental restaurant. Since there is an element of

chance even within this condition, two users in (A) that browsed the same number of pages

could end up being exposed to the ad for the experimental restaurant a di�erent number

of times. Within (A) there were di�erent randomized sub-conditions:

(A1) Experimental banner was displayed in position 1.

(A2) Experimental banner was displayed in position 3. There were multiple ad banner

copies and the user session was exposed to one of them which was chosen randomly

at the beginning of the session.

(A3) Experimental banner was displayed in position 5.

(A4) Experimental banner was displayed in position 7.

(A5) Experimental banner was displayed in position 3 but a di�erent restaurant was ad-

vertised in position 2 compared to (A2).

Figure 2 shows snapshots of all of the conditions for one of the experiments. Not all experiments

had all sub-conditions because some geographical areas were expected to have less tra�c than

others. Appendix B summarizes details about the distribution of sessions across experiments

and conditions.
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Comparing the users in conditions (A) and (NA) identi�es the main e�ect of treatment with ads.

Because allocation to (A) versus (NA) condition is random, this manipulation helps overcome the

measurement problems caused by the targeting of ads. Next, because the likelihood of displaying

the experimental ad at every page is random in (A), individuals who browsed the same number

of pages may be exposed to a di�erent number of ads. Therefore, comparing the decisions of

individuals with the same browsing behavior and a di�erent number of ad exposures in (A) helps

identify the impact of multiple ad exposures during a session. Di�erences across sub-conditions

(A1) through (A4) would identify the impact of di�erent ad characteristics, such as the location

of the ad in the right-hand panel. For analysis in this paper, I pool data from all sub-conditions

of (A). Therefore, the e�ects identi�ed here should be interpreted as average e�ects across all

experimental restaurants and all ad characteristics varying within (A).

Note that a user revisiting the website in the future started a new session and therefore could

be allocated to a di�erent experimental condition. This helps create variation in time intervals

between advertising exposures for the experimental restaurants, even among individuals who

visited the website with the same frequency. For illustration, consider two individuals who have

the same browsing behavior and visited the website the same day of every week. Since every

session had a random chance of being in (A), the past schedule of ads for the two individuals

after their third sessions might look like this:

(A)__________︸ ︷︷ ︸
7 days

(NA)__________︸ ︷︷ ︸
7 days

(A)

(A)__________︸ ︷︷ ︸
7 days

(A) __________︸ ︷︷ ︸
7 days

(A)

In this example, the spacing between ad occasions in the �rst schedule is 14 days whereas in

the second one, it is seven, causing the needed variation in spacing. This variation, along with

page-wise advertising randomization within (A) creates exogenous variation in the number of

ads displayed in each of the sessions, which is necessary for identifying the carry-over e�ects.

Experimental restaurants and banners

Restaurants chosen for the experiments (detailed characteristics are shown in Table 1) are diverse,

ranging from a 100-year-old restaurant with Indian cuisine to a two-year-old Chinese restaurant,

to international pizza chains. They are fairly popular in their respective geographic areas; in the

absence of ads, on average, around 1.5% of individuals browsing the website for the geographic

area visit the restaurant's pages. All experimental restaurants also take food orders via phone

for home delivery.

Throughout a browsing session, the ad banners displayed for the experimental restaurants re-

mained the same. They typically displayed the brand name and did not provide much information
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about the restaurants. Some ads also displayed a restaurant logo and a short three to four-word

phrase that highlighted a cuisine and/or whether there was any discount.7

Restaurants chosen for 10 out of the 11 experiments had never advertised on the website before,

and were not aware of the experiments. For these 10 restaurants, I created ad banners just for the

purpose of the experiments. Therefore, the users were not exposed to these ads before their �rst

visit to the website during the course of the experiments. This fact is important for separating

the contemporaneous e�ects of advertising from carry-over e�ects, because in this setting, I can

rule out the past carry-over e�ects before an individual's �rst session. Moreover, �ve out of these

10 experimental restaurants were not even aware that this website was advertising their business.

Therefore, for these experiments, I avoid picking up e�ects due to the interaction of advertising

with other potential unobserved actions by the advertising restaurants.8

4.1 Data summary

I use data for 211,135 users (identi�ed by cookies) who visited the website between August 11

and November 1, 2010, and a total of 256,690 sessions, with about 20% of the sessions in the

no-ad condition.9 Just 11% of the individuals re-visited the website during this period; therefore,

the rest do not help identify carry-over or spacing e�ects. However, the cross-sectional variation

is important in identifying immediate e�ect of ads, which forms the basis for long-term e�ects.

Throughout the search process, the users stayed on the domain of this website, enabling tracking

of all the options viewed. Therefore, for each user, I observe the entire search process including

the search queries, details about page-wise advertisement exposures (e.g., advertiser restaurant's

details, position on the right-hand panel), restaurant pages they decided to visit, the restaurants

for which they generated a sales lead at the website (looked up the phone numbers). Furthermore,

users in di�erent experimental conditions were displayed di�erent telephone numbers (owned by

the search website) for each experimental condition. Whenever a call was made to one of these

numbers, it was forwarded to the advertising restaurant and the conversation was recorded

in audio �les.10 This procedure will allow me to study the impact of di�erent experimental

conditions on calls and orders made to advertising restaurants.11

The response variables I mainly focus on are (1) a consumer's decision of whether to visit the

experimental restaurant's page and (2) whether the consumer generates a sales lead (viewed the

7Six of these 11 restaurants o�ered no discounts over the course of the experiments
8For example, if advertising restaurants also tend to run concurrent o�ine promotions, the ad e�ect an online

experiment measures could be the special case of �impacts of ads during a promotion.�
9When a user �rst visits the website, a unique cookie is deployed in the browser and a session is initiated. If

there is no activity for the user (no page requests) for more than 3 hours, the session expires. When the user
visits next (could be after a few hours or days), a new session is started for the same cookie.

10Calls were tracked for 8 out of 11 experiments. The callers were noti�ed of this recording before the call was
forwarded.

11However, matching the individual cookie with the caller is di�cult if many individuals in an experimental
condition call the same restaurant at the same time (I haven't tried this matching yet).
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experimental restaurant's phone number).12 I consider viewing the phone number as a stricter

measure, which indicates speci�c interest in ordering food for delivery from the restaurant. The

sales team of the website trusts the number of leads to be a good approximation of purchase.

To check this approximation, I matched the number of leads generated with the number of calls

made from unique phone numbers for 48 restaurant-week observations. The plot in Figure 3

shows these data. The points are close to the 45-degree line, indicating a nearly one-to-one

match, supporting the beilief that sales lead is a good measure of conversion of a page visit to

an order.

To understand the heterogeneity in the browsing behavior, in Figure 4, I show a histogram of the

distribution of the total number of pages browsed in the user sessions observed in the data. Note

that it is positively skewed, and about 50% of all sessions ended in just one page visit. Typically,

these are the individuals who reached a restaurant page through an external search engine such

as Google. 97% of all sessions had less than 20 pages browsed, so for most of the analysis, I use

data on these sessions to avoid the in�uence of outliers on the results. Figure 5 illustrates the

variation in the number of ad exposures during a session for sessions that browsed �ve pages. In

the absence of randomization, all the sessions with �ve pages would have had �ve ad exposures,

but due to experimental design, the number of ad exposures varied from 0 to 5.

Table 2 summarizes the details of the users' browsing behavior. Note that the median session

had one restaurant page visit. Just a fraction (1.67%) of all users clicked on any advertisement

during the time period of the data. About 17% of all sessions generated a sales lead, that is,

viewed phone numbers for a restaurant.

Table 2 also shows the distribution of the repeat-visit behavior of users on the website. About

11% of all users visited the website more than once during the time period and 99.96% had less

than 15 sessions in total. For analysis of carry-over and spacing e�ects across sessions, I focus on

these users with less than 15 sessions. Figure 6 shows the distribution of time intervals between

the �rst two sessions of those individuals who visited the website multiple times during the time

period. The maximum gap between sessions is about 80 days but the majority of second visits

happened within 10 days of the �rst.

5 Short-term E�ect of Exposure to Ads

In this section, I explore whether the experimental ads, in the above empirical context of the

restaurant search website, have an e�ect on the consumers' decisions during the session in which

the ads are shown. Previous �ndings (e.g., Lodish et al. [1995a]) indicate short-term e�ects are

important for the carry-over of ad e�ects to future occasions.

12Nine out of the 11 experimental restaurants are chains. When the users click on ads, they are shown links to
restaurants from the chain located around the geographic area of search. Hence, clicking on ads might not always
lead to a visit to the restaurant page.
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5.1 E�ect of the ad condition

I begin the analysis by examining the main treatment e�ect of a session being allocated to the

ad condition, on the individual's decisions during the browsing session. For measuring the short-

term e�ects, I focus on all individuals' �rst sessions during the experimental time period (to avoid

confound with carry-over). As dependent variables, I use dummy variables indicating whether

the individual in the session chose to

• visiti: visit the experimental restaurant's page and

• view_numi: view the experimental restaurant's phone number.

These variables can be 0 or 1 in both ad and no-ad condition, since a user can reach any restaurant

via searching and clicking on the organic links. Recall that an interested consumer can view the

phone number of the restaurant only after visiting the restaurant's page.

I investigate the average treatment e�ect by pooling data from all the experiments. To estimate

the e�ects, I regress the dependent measures on a dummy variable indicating whether the session

was allocated to the ad condition. Estimates of OLS regressions are shown in Table 3. Columns

I and III show the main treatment e�ect on visiti and view_numi . The estimates show the

probability of visiting the advertiser's page increases by 15.6%, from 1.6% to 1.85% when a

session is in the ad condition, that is, when the consumer had a chance to see the ad for the

experimental restaurant versus the dummy banner. The corresponding increase in likelihood of

the user looking for the phone number is higher. On average, it increases from 0.23% to 0.34%,

which is a 48% rise. Note that the treatment e�ects are statistically signi�cant at a 1% con�dence

level. To show outliers did not drive my e�ect, in columns II and IV of the table, I restrict the

data to just the sessions with fewer than 20 pages browsed. Note the estimates do not change

much.

The results provide clear evidence in data suggesting the ads in this context do have a signi�cant

impact on the decisions consumers make. In the online advertising industry, e�ectiveness of ads

is measured by click-through rates (CTR). The average CTR for ads in experiments studied here

is 0.50%. This number is considerably higher than the average CTR of internet display ads,

which is around 0.10% for various industry verticals and ad formats, according to DoubleClick

[2010], an online advertising industry benchmark. This di�erence highlights the targeting power

of search engines, which leads to more e�cient advertising. Also, notice that CTR is twice the

actual increase in visits to the page due to ads.13 Therefore, clicks may be a noisy measure of

gauging returns to investing in advertising on the website.

13Recall that clicking on an ad on this website does not imply a restaurant page visit, if the ad is for a chain.
Clicking on the ad takes the user to a page with links to the chain outlets in the area of search. The user may
then choose to visit the restaurant page.
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5.2 Impact of multiple exposure to ads in a session

In this section, I investigate whether the number of times a banner ad is displayed during a

session is important for the session's outcome. Measuring the impact of repeated exposures

by itself is an important task advertisers face when making media-planning decisions in which

they must choose between reach and frequency. While planning online campaigns, for example,

advertisers must decide whether to place ads for websites/keywords that consumers are likely to

visit during the same purchase occasion.

For a non-experimental ad, the number of exposures is higher for individuals that browse more

pages on the website. However, due to this experiment's design, the display of the experimental

ad on any page is random during a session. This generates exogenous variation in ad exposure,

but the average number of experimental ads seen during a session is still higher for individuals

who browse more pages in the ad condition. To see this point, consider two sessions: one with

one page browsed and the second with �ve pages browsed. If every page has a 50% chance of

displaying the ad then we would expect a consumer in the �rst session to see the experimental

banner 0.5 times, whereas a consumer in the second session would see it 2.5 times. Therefore, for

identi�cation of the impact of repeated exposures during a session, controlling for the number of

pages browsed within a session is necessary.

I estimate the average consumer response to repeated exposure of experimental ads by regress-

ing the decision to visit the experimental restaurant page on the number of times (pages) the

individual was exposed to the experimental ads during the session (nExp). To avoid a bias in

estimates, I control for the number of pages browsed in the session.

Columns I and II of Table 4 show results from a logistic regression of visiti on the number

of exposures (nExpi), with and without controlling for number of pages browsed. Notice the

coe�cient of nExpi is positive and statistically signi�cant, but due to the positive correlation

between exposure and pages, the magnitude goes down signi�cantly when I control for the

number of pages. Column III adds a quadratic term of number of exposures, which has a negative

coe�cient suggesting diminishing returns to exposure. To con�rm an increase in ad intensity

beyond the �rst exposure drives these coe�cients, I add a dummy variable indicating positive

exposure. If the coe�cients are identi�ed by positive exposure rather than repeated exposure,

the dummy variable will pick up the variation changing the coe�cient on nExp. Estimates in

column IV show the coe�cient of nExpi is still positive and the dummy variable indicating

positive ad exposure is negative (not statistically signi�cant). The regression results discussed

up to this point are with all data pooled, that is, sessions with number of pages ranging from 1

to 20. In Appendix C, I extend this analysis by putting more controls for this heterogeneity and

discussing the quantitative signi�cance of repeated exposures.

The evidence discussed above suggests that in the data, increasing the number of times a banner

ad is displayed to an individual during a session increases the consumer's likelihood of visiting
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the advertiser's page. Therefore, for studying the long-term e�ects, it is important to account

for the number of times a banner is displayed in a session.14

5.2.1 Discussion on measurement

Measuring the value of a single ad exposure in an interactive set up such as sponsored search

advertising is challenging because the consumers can choose when to stop browsing and thereby

control the number of ad exposures. In the above approach to measuring the impact of di�erent

levels of ad exposures, the experimental manipulation does not directly identify the e�ects.

In all the regressions, I controlled for the number of pages browsed in the session, which is

an endogenous variable chosen by the browsing individuals. The variable may depend on the

sequence of ad exposures and also on preferences for the advertised restaurants, which might

cause a bias in the estimated e�ects.15

To see this bias, suppose λi represents the preference for the advertised restaurant, for an in-

dividual i browsing the website. Also, let a higher value of λi represent a higher preference for

the advertised restaurant for i. Now, if individuals with higher λ are also more sensitive to the

ad then they are likely to respond after only a small number of ad exposures. Therefore, these

individuals might quit the search process after a few ad exposures. Hence, under this assump-

tion, the population that is selected into viewing a higher number of ads would be comprised

of individuals with lower λs. In other words, individuals viewing more ads (i.e., observations

with higher nExp) might have lower-than-average sensitivity to the ad. This implies that the

above regression approach to getting the ad response for various levels of ad exposures would

yield estimates that are biased downward for higher levels. Arguments such as this imply that

accurately measuring the impact of a particular ad exposure requires conditioning on the prior

search activity and the sequence of advertising treatments individuals receive.

In Appendix D I discuss this issue in detail and under weak assumptions show that the potential

bias, if any is small relative to the magnitude of the e�ect. For the rest of this paper, I proceed

with incorporating linear controls for the number of pages, as in the previous section.16 Recall

that by experiment design, every page viewed during the ad condition has a random chance of

displaying the ad. This feature in the data potentially allows me to condition on the browsing

behavior and the past sequence of ads to create �proper� control groups for measuring the impact

of each ad. In Appendix E, I explore this issue further and provide a non-parametric test showing

an additional e�ect of multiple exposures to ads.

14These regressions were also replicated with view_numi instead of visiti as the DV. Results remain the same
qualitatively. Some cases, however, do experience a loss in precision.

15This issue is not discussed in previous marketing research on the impact of sponsored search advertising (e.g.,
Ghose and Yang [2009, 2010]).

16Alternatively, I can proceed by explicitly modeling the search process. This approach is left for future work.
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6 Longer-term E�ects of Ads

Analysis in the previous section shows an increase in the number of ad exposures during a session

can lead to an increase in page visits and conversion. Next, to understand the intertemporal

tradeo�s important for timing of advertising, I focus on understanding the e�ect of advertising

carried over to future sessions. Therefore, I examine the data for individuals that have more than

one session. Also, I keep individuals that have more than one day's gap between sessions.17 For

these consumers, I look for how advertising in the �rst session a�ects the decisions consumers

make during the second session.18 Due to experimental variation, similar individuals receive

di�erent intensity of ads at di�erent occasions. Therefore, I regress the decision to visit the

experimental advertisers' page in the second session on past exposure (nExp1) and exposure in

the current session (nExp2), and control for the consumer browsing type by adding the number

of pages browsed in the current session (nPages2) to the regression. If the e�ects carry over to

the second session, the coe�cient on nExp1 should be positive.

Column I of Table 5 presents results from this regression.19 Notice the coe�cient for the exposure

in session 1, nExp1, is positive and statistically signi�cant, suggesting the e�ect of ads carries

over to the future. The coe�cient for exposure in the second session, nExp2, is also positive

and the magnitude is similar to that of nExp1. Column II shows results when a quadratic term

for past exposure is included in the model. Note the squared term has a positive coe�cient

suggesting a carry-over e�ect is likely when the number of exposures in the past session is high.

Further, to investigate the impact of past advertising on the marginal e�ect of advertising in the

current session, I include in the regression, the interaction term nExp1 × nExp2. Estimates in
column III show the coe�cient on this interaction term is negative and statistically signi�cant,

suggesting high exposure in the past leads to a decrease in the marginal e�ect of advertising in

the current session. Next, I include in the model the impact of the time gap between the two

sessions (days) to understand how the impact of past advertising changes with time elapsed.

Estimates in column IV show a negative coe�cient for nExp1 × days suggesting a statistically

insigni�cant decrease in the marginal e�ect of past advertising with elapsed time.

To summarize, the data show a carry-over e�ect of ad exposure. When the in�uence of past

advertising on the consumer is strong, which could be due to high exposure in the past or a

small time gap, the marginal bene�t from advertising is small. I explore the e�ects in more

detail and perform more robustness checks in Appendix G.

The tradeo� the advertiser faces is also economically signi�cant. To gauge the quantitative

17This is to make sure that the next session is actually a di�erent purchase occasion. It also reduces the presence
of variety-seeking behavior that goes against repeated visits to the same restaurant across sessions.

18An implicit assumption here is that consumer's decisions to revisit the website are not correlated with past
advertising exposure. In the data I can check for these correlations, more details are presented in Appendix F.

19For analyzing carry-over, I don't include data from an experiment for which the advertiser was advertising
before the experiments started.
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impact of the above estimates, I simulate the likelihood of visiting the advertiser's page as a

function of current and past ad exposure for an individual, using the model in column III. Table

6 shows the estimates. Change of exposure in the second session, nExp2, from 0 to 5 has an

impact of 1.5% when nExp1 is 0. This impact, however, is just 0.5% when nExp1 is 5. The

marginal impact of nExp1 also varies with nExp2 in a similar way and the changes are of the

same magnitude.

6.1 Spacing e�ect

One of the key mechanisms driving carry-over of advertising e�ects is learning (Sawyer and

Ward [1979]), where repeated exposure to the ads for the same product leads to easier recall of

the product at purchase occasions. Memory research has found that spreading out past stimuli

over time (spacing) can lead to more e�cient learning and hence better recall of the associated

memories at later occasions (Janiszewski et al. [2003]). In this section, I show evidence of this

spacing e�ect in my data; that is, total impact from past advertising at a particular session may

be higher if the previous ads are spread further apart.

To �nd model-free evidence for the impact of spacing, I consider individuals with more than two

sessions in the data and focus on the impact of spacing between the �rst two sessions on the

likelihood of the individual choosing to visit the advertiser's page in the third session (visit3):

1_______︸ ︷︷ ︸
days1−2

2_______︸ ︷︷ ︸
days2−3

3

An increase in the spacing between sessions 1 and 2 can have two e�ects. First, when days1−2

increases, session 1 gets further away from the purchase occasion, which is session 3. Since

the impact of ads decreases with time, increase in days1−2 reduces the e�ect of exposures in

session 1, thereby reducing the probability of visiting the advertiser's page in session 3. Second,

according to the spacing e�ect, when days1−2 increases, the e�ectiveness of learning during

session 2 increases. This increased e�cacy of learning due to ads in session 2 increases the ad

e�ect carried over to session 3, thereby increasing the likelihood of visit in session 3.

To see the presence of the spacing e�ect, I �rst search for moments in the data that would

identify it. By de�nition, the detectable bene�t from spacing is more likely to occur when there

is high ad exposure in session 2, that is, when there is more opportunity to learn. Therefore, I

focus on individuals exposed to more than two ads in session 2 (nExp2 > 2). Figure 7 shows

the mean chance of visiting the advertiser's page in session 3 for this subset of individuals, split

by the time gap between the �rst two sessions (days1−2). It shows the likelihood of visiting the

advertiser's page in session 3 is about 2.5% on average if the second session occured within a

week of the �rst one. On the other hand, if the second session occurs after a larger time interval,

the chance is higher, 4.4% on average, and the di�erence is statistically signi�cant. This increase
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might be driven by better learning in session 2 due to spacing. However, other di�erences among

these individuals might also be the cause; for example, more frequent visitors may have di�erent

tastes or seek variety if they visited the advertiser earlier.

I control for these aspects by looking at partial correlations. Speci�cally, I regress visit3 on the

number of ad exposures in the current and the past sessions (nExp1, nExp2 and nExp3), spacing

between sessions (days1−2, days2−3) and the interaction terms. The coe�cient of the interaction

term nExp1× days1−2 represents the change in the marginal e�ect of exposures in session 1 due

to an increase in spacing. Controlling for days2−3, an increase in days1−2 implies an increase

in the time gap between session 1 and the purchase occasion, which is session 3. Therefore, the

coe�cient of nExp1 × days1−2 is expected to be negative. On the other hand, the coe�cient of

the interaction term nExp2 × days1−2 should be positive according to the spacing e�ect, which

implies the e�cacy of ad exposures in session 2 increases with days1−2.

Table 7 shows results from various speci�cations of this logistic regression. Column I shows

estimates of a model without interaction terms. As expected, nExp3 and nPages3 have a

positive impact on the probability of a visit in the third session. Column II shows estimates

when I include interaction terms in the regression. The coe�cient of the �rst interaction term,

nExp1 × days1−2 is negative, suggesting that as the time between the �rst and second sessions

increases, the marginal impact of nExp1 decreases. The positive coe�cient on nExp2× days1−2
shows that controlling for days2−3, an increase in days1−2 increases the marginal e�ect of nExp2,

but this coe�cient is not statistically signi�cant. Next, I focus on the subset of data, where

days1−2 ≤ 15 to see the impact of change in spacing at smaller levels. Column III shows results

for this regression. The interaction term nExp2 × days1−2 is now positive and statistically

signi�cant, showing that impact from exposure in the second session comes only when spacing

between the �rst and second sessions is large. Next, to con�rm variety-seeking behavior does

not drive the e�ect, I run the same regression on the subset of individuals who did not visit the

advertiser's page or that of any other major substitute during the past two visits.20 The subset of

individuals remaining in the data are less likely to exhibit variety-seeking behavior. Estimates of

this regression in column IV show that although the standard errors are higher for this regression,

the coe�cient for nExp2×days1−2 remains the same in magnitude compared to column III. This
regression indicates the e�ect identi�ed earlier is not driven by the fact that relatively frequent

website visitors are more variety seeking and hence, less likely to have visit3 = 1.

To appreciate the total e�ect of an increase in spacing on visit3 as predicted by the regressions,

in Figure 8 I plot the predicted probabilities using the model in column V for multiple scenarios.

I �x the number of exposures in the second and third sessions to four and vary the intensity of

exposure in the �rst session. The plot shows that for a small number of exposures in the �rst

session (nExp1), the probability of visit3 increases with the spacing between sessions 1 and 2.

20I de�ne substitutes as restaurants that are of the same cuisine as the advertiser, are in the same geographic
area, and are frequently co-visited in the data.
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That is, when nExp1 is small, the loss due to reduced recency of nExp1 is smaller than the gains

from spacing. On the other hand, when nExp1 is high, the loss in recency from shifting session

1 away from the purchase occasion dominates the gains from better learning through spacing.

Therefore, an increase in spacing decreases the likelihood of choice in session 3 when nExp1 is

high.

This analysis shows evidence in the data, supporting the spacing e�ect suggested by memory

research; the spacing of advertising across time has an economically and statistically signi�cant

impact on the e�ect of ads on consumer choice.

7 Framework for Modeling Advertising Carry-over

In the previous sections, I discussed the evidence in the data showing the presence of short-

term advertising e�ects and carry-over to future purchase occasions. Also, I provided evidence

indicating that spacing of advertising occasions plays a role in e�ectiveness of ads. Now, I focus

on building a framework incorporating these aspects into a consumer demand model, to enable

conterfactual analysis for comparing consequences of di�erent advertising strategies or policy

regulations.

In most of the existing research on advertising, carry-over is formulated as a distributed lag model.

Current and past advertising exposures contribute to current sales for the advertised product

and each lag is assigned a weight. A common approach is based on the model suggested by

Nerlove and Arrow [1962], where overall awareness or goodwill for the product for an individual

i at time period t is given by

Git = ρGit−1 +Ait (1)

=

t∑
k=1

ρt−kAik (2)

where Ait is the advertisement exposure for the individual, and ρ is the carry-over rate of past

goodwill. According to this model, the e�ect of past advertising decays over time and is re-

plenished by more advertising. Note that the goodwill model assigns strictly smaller weights to

the advertising exposures further away from the purchase occasion. Therefore, for a particular

purchase occasion, any schedule with ads closer to it is strictly better than one in which ads

are spread out. Thus a model based on the Nerlove-Arrow approach does not allow for spacing

e�ects.21 This might have implications in designing optimal advertising strategies; an optimal ad

schedule based on this model might place ads too close together, possibly leading to suboptimal

outcomes.

21This argument is shown more formally treated later in this section.
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In the remainder of this section, I �rst describe an alternative memory-based model of carry-over

of ad e�ects for a general context, which allows for the spacing e�ect and is based on foundations

in research on memory. Next, I discuss the implications of the assumptions the model makes

and compare them with the predominantly used exponentially decaying ad-stock model, both

analytically and using simulations.

7.1 Memory-based model

The basic working of the model is as follows. Exposure to ads activates memories associated

with the advertised product that in turn help individual consumers recall their experiences.

Over time, this memory activation decays and so does the probability of recalling the advertised

product at the purchase occasion. Future exposure to ads reinforces these memories and increases

their likelihood of being recalled at the later occasions. The model is based on the following

assumptions:

1. At a purchase occasion, the probability of the recall of experiences associated with the

product depends on the strength of the memory trace, which I call the activation level.

2. The total strength of memory is the sum of strengths from each of the past exposures

occasions.

3. The strength of memory due to an ad exposure decays as a power function of time.

4. The decay rate of strength due to an ad exposure is speci�c to the particular exposure

occasion. When the memory for a product is fresh � for example due to recent advertising

activity � an additional ad exposure will not have persistent e�ects. On the other hand,

when the consumer has no prior memory about the product, the ad will have a longer-

lasting impact.

Suppose that before a purchase occasion, an individual i is exposed to ads for the product on n

occasions. Let the ages of these ads at the time of purchase be a−1, ..., a−n, where the k
th last

ad has age a−k and a−n is the age of oldest ad.22 The scenario can be shown as

Ad−n___...___Ad−2______Ad−1______︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

a−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−n

∗

22The age of an ad at a particular point of time is the time elapsed since the ad exposure.
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where (*) represents the time the decision is being made. The contribution of the kth last ad to

the strength of memory is given by (ignoring individual subscripts i for now)

sk = (a−k)
−dk

where dk (> 0) is the decay rate of impact of an ad aged a−k and is speci�c to the ad exposure

at that time. As the exposure gets older, that is, as a−k gets bigger, its contribution to memory

strength sk declines. The total memory activation due to all n ads is given by the log sum

m(a−n, ..., a−1) = β + ln

(
n∑
k=1

sk

)
(3)

where β represents individual-speci�c ease of memory activation. Now the decay rate dk for

activation due to the kth last exposure Ad−k depends on the activation at the time Ad−k took

place:

dk(mk) = b+ cemk (4)

where b and c (c > 0) are parameters andmk is the activation due to ad-exposuresAd−n, ..., Ad−(k+1)

that happened before Ad−k happened. mk would therefore depend on the time between Ad−k

and the previous ads as

mk = m(a−(k+1) − a−k, ..., a−n − a−k) (5)

Equations (4) and (5) imply that when the memory of the product prior to an ad occasion is

strong, the impact of advertising at that point has low persistence because its decay rate is

large. I investigate this prediction of the model more formally later in this section, but to see it

intuitively, suppose a−(k+1) is reduced, that is, Ad−(k+1) gets closer to Ad−k. Therefore, strength

of memory just before Ad−k occurs, mk increases leading to an increase in its decay rate dk when

c > 0. This is a key feature of the model that allows for di�erent implications from the traditional

goodwill stock model.

Memory activation before the �rst exposure is mn = −∞ (assuming no other source of aware-

ness). Therefore, parameter b in (4) determines the decay rate when there is no past memory

for the product. c is the decay-scale parameter that determines the increase in decay rate due

to higher memory activation in the past.
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7.1.1 Discussion

Two points are worth noting here. First, according to the model, the memory strength at a point

of time very close to an ad is in�nite. That is, in the above scenario, if a−1 → 0 then

lim
a−1→0

m(a−n, ..., a−1) = lim
a−1→0

(
β + ln

(
n∑
k=1

a−dk−k

))

= lim
a−1→0

(
β + ln

(
1

ad1−1
+

n∑
k=2

a−dk−k

))
= ∞

where the second step follows because age a−1, is non-negative. So if the occasion of recall is close

to an ad, then the probability of recall would be higher due to higher strength of the memory.

Second, if two ads occur in close succession, the decay rate of the second will be high. If the last

and the second-to-last ads in the above scenario are close, that is, a−1 − a−2 → 0, then from

equation (5), m1 = m(a−n−a−1, ..., a−2−a−1)→∞ following the same argument as before. So

lim
a−1→a−2

d1(m1) = lim
a−1→a−2

b+ cem1 =∞

Therefore, if two ads are close together then, according to the model, the second ad quickly loses

its impact.

7.2 Implications of the model

The memory model implies the spacing e�ect mentioned earlier. Note that equation (4) implies

the decay rate of activation due to exposure to an ad at one occasion depends on the activation

level before that occasion. For illustration, consider two schedules of two ads each:

1 __︸︷︷︸
1

2_______︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

∗ (S1)

1___________︸ ︷︷ ︸
5

2_______︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

∗ (S2)

S1 Before the decision occasion (*), there are two advertising occasions: one age x days and

another age x+1.

S2 The two advertising occasions are now further apart: one age x days and another age x+5.

In this example, both schedules are the same except the older ad in schedule 1 is more recent

than the older ad in schedule 2. Because of this di�erence, the memory strength contributed by

the older ad is higher in schedule 1. On the other hand, since the two ads are closer to each other,
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according to the memory model, the decay rate for the recent ad will be higher for schedule 1

compared to 2. Hence, the ad 2 will be more e�ective in schedule 2. Therefore, switching from

schedule 1 to 2, that is, shifting the ad 1 away from the decision occasion has two opposite e�ects.

The net e�ect can be positive if the gains from an increased impact of the second ad is greater

than the loss due to reduced e�ectiveness of ad 1.

7.2.1 Comparison with an individual-level exponentially decaying ad-stock model

I formally examine the intuition of the above example by comparing the memory activation model

(M ) with an exponentially decaying ad-stock model (E ). For illustration, consider a simple case

where an individual i decides whether to purchase a product. Assume this decision depends solely

on the individual's exposure to ads before the purchase occasion through a goodwill metric GJi ,

which is de�ned di�erently below for the two models J ∈ {M,E}. I assume the utility i gets

(ignoring the subscript i for now)

(purchase)u1 = α+ γJGJ + ε1

(no purchase)u0 = ε0

where α represents preference for the product, γJ is the sensitivity of the decision to goodwill

accumulated due to advertising, and ε1, ε0 are idiosynchratic time-varying shocks assumed to be

i.i.d. according to type 1 extreme value distribution. The probability of purchase, using goodwill

de�nition from one of the models J ∈ {E,M} is given by

pJ =
exp(α+ γJGJ)

1 + exp(α+ γJGJ)
(6)

Exponentially decaying ad-stock model (E): As pointed out earlier, according to this model, every

ad contributes to the total ad stock and its contribution decays exponentially over time. The

accumulated ad stock a�ects the utility obtained by the individual from choosing the advertised

product. If the individual i is exposed to n ads with ages a−1, ..., a−n days before this purchase

occasion, the goodwill stock due to ads is

G =

n∑
k

ρa−k

where ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) is the decay parameter, which is the same for each ad occasion and a−k is
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the age of the kth last exposure for individual i.23 Substituting this in equation (6),

pE =
exp

(
α+ γE (

∑
k ρ

a−k)
)

1 + exp (α+ γE (
∑

k ρ
a−k))

=⇒ LE(a−1, ..., a−n, ρ|α, γE) = ln

(
pE

1− pE

)
= α+ γE

(∑
k

ρa−k

)
(7)

where LE is the log odds ratio of purchase for individual i according to model E.

Memory Activation model (M): Here I assume that the goodwill due to advertising is the memory

activation level (m), which in�uences the purchase decision.24 Therefore, from the same schedule

of n ads, according to this model,

GM = m = β + ln

(
n∑
k=1

a−dk−k

)

where dk is the decay rate for the k
th last exposure for individual i. Substituting in equation (6),

p =
exp

(
α+ γM

(
β + ln

(∑n
k=1 a

−dk
−k

)))
1 + exp

(
α+ γM

(
β + ln

(∑n
k=1 a

−dk
−k

)))
=⇒ ln

(
pM

1− pM

)
= α+ γMβ + γM ln

(
n∑
k=1

a−dk−k

)

Substituting χ = α+ γMβ,

LM (a−1, ..., a−n, d1, ...dn|χ, γM ) = ln

(
pM

1− pM

)
= χ+ γM ln

(
n∑
k=1

a−dk−k

)
(8)

where LM represents log odds ratio for purchase for individual i according to the memory acti-

vation model.

In equations (7) and (8), advertising a�ects the log odds ratios LM and LE in di�erent ways.

Di�erent functional forms

First, note the ages of past ad occasions enter the log-likelihood expressions for the two models

in di�erent functional forms. To understand the di�erences in the model, apart from those that

23Specifying di�erent decay rates for di�erent ad occasions (non-systematically) will not change the main
argument.

24Another way to think about this is a two stage decision process (where recall is necessary for purchase) and
a higher level of activation leads to higher recall rate that in�uences the decision. In this case one can write
the purchase probability p = Pr(recall) × Pr(purch | recall). Here, instead, I assume a direct impact of the
activation on the decision to ease the comparison with standard exponentially decaying ad-stock model.
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arise due to past exposure dependent decay rates (dk(t1, ..., tk−1)) in M , I take partial derivatives

of log-likelihood expressions (in equations (7) and (8)) with respect to the age of the kth last

exposure, a−k:

∂LE
∂a−k

= γEρa−k lnρ (9)

∂LM
∂a−k

= γM
−(dk + 1)a

−(dk+1)
−k(∑n

k=1 a
−dk
−k

) = γM
−(dk + 1)a

−(dk+1)
−k

exp(m− β)
(10)

As age of the ad exposure increases, log odds of purchase decrease according to both models

(since lnρ is negative). One di�erence is that according to model M , if the memory activation m

due to all advertising is high, then the slope magnitude decreases. This implies the change in log

odds due to the change in age of an ad exposure might become insigni�cant if there is high enough

activation due to total advertising. On the other hand, according to the exponential decay model

E, the impact on the slope is independent of other ad exposures.25 A more �exible rather than

linear function of G in the model speci�cation, however, would attenuate this di�erence.

Ad occasion speci�c decay rate in M

Now, to examine the di�erent spacing implications of these models, I focus on total change in

log odds due to change in age of ads. Note that for LE , the total derivative is the same as the

partial in (9). On the other hand, total change in LM due to change in a−k is the sum of the

direct e�ect of change in age of the kth last ad (10) and the indirect e�ect of changes in decay

rates (dk−1, ..., d1) of e�ects of ads occuring after the k
th last ad:

dLM
da−k

=
∂LM
∂a−k

+
∂LM
∂dk−1

.
ddk−1
da−k

+ ...+
∂LM
∂d1

.
dd1
da−k

For illustration, I consider a case of three ads Ad−1, Ad−2 and Ad−3 of ages a−1, a−2 and a−3

respectively (a−3 > a−2 > a−1):

Ad−3______Ad−2______Ad−1______︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

a−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−3

∗

LM are the corresponding log odds for purchase at purchase occasion according to (8).

25If I specify goodwill for M as an exponential of m (GM = em) instead of the linear form, this di�erence goes
away.
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The e�ect of change da−3 on LM is

dLM
da−3

=
∂LM
∂a−3

+
∂LM
∂d2

.
dd2
da−3

+
∂LM
∂d1

.
dd1
da−3

The total e�ect has three components (assume da−3 > 0):

1. Direct e�ect due to change in a−3 according to (10). This e�ect will be negative since all

else being equal, the e�ectiveness of an ad decreases with age.

2. E�ect through change in d2: As a−3 increases, the decay rate for Ad−2 decreases, leading to

an unambiguous increase in the log-likelihood at the purchase occasion. To see how, note

that since da−3 > 0, the relative time between Ad−3 and Ad−2, (a−3−a−2) increases, som2

(activation at the time of Ad−2, due to Ad−3) decreases, thereby decreasing d2 according

to (5). This term can be expressed as

∂LM
∂d2

.
dd2
da−3

=
∂LM
∂d2

.

(
∂d2
∂m2

.
dm2

da−3

)
and by (5)

m2 = β + ln
(

(a−3 − a−2)−d3
)

An increase in d2 decreases the e�ectiveness of Ad−2 at the purchase occasion, so
∂LM
∂d2

< 0.

The decay rate of Ad−2 increases with activation at that time, so ∂d2
∂m2

> 0. Activation due

to Ad−3 at the time of Ad−2 decreases in age a−3, so
dm2

da−3
< 0. These arguments imply

the overall e�ect is positive. Also note that dd2
da−3

< 0, that is, the decay rate of Ad−2

decreases with spacing between Ad−2 and Ad−3.

3. E�ect through change in d1: This e�ect is caused by change in activation at the time of

Ad−1(m1) due to changes in a−3 and d2. Change in log-likelihood can be written as

∂LM
∂d1

.
dd1
da−3

=
∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

.
dm1

da−3

=
∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

(
∂m1

∂a−3
+
∂m1

∂d2
.
dd2
da−3

)
=

∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

∂m1

∂a−3
+
∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

.
∂m1

∂d2
.
dd2
da−3

(11)

where by (5),

m1 = β + ln
(

(a−3 − a−1)−d3 + (a−2 − a−1)−d2
)

The �rst term of RHS of equation (11) represents an increase in LM due to a smaller

decay rate d1 because of a decrease in activation by Ad−3. This term is positive using an

explanation similar to that in step 2.
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The second term represents the impact on LM due to a change in d1 resulting from a

decreasing decay rate of Ad−2. Mathematically, it is a product of ∂LM∂d1 < 0 (same argument

as before), ∂d1
∂m1

> 0 (same argument as before before), ∂m1
∂d2

< 0 (activation due to Ad−2

decreases with its decay rate), and dd2
da−3

< 0 (shown in step 2) . So this term is negative.

The overall e�ect due to change in d1 can be postive or negative depending on the relative

magnitudes of the two terms in (11).

Hence the total e�ect of change in age of Ad−3 can be expressed as

dLM
da−3

=
∂LM
∂a−3

+
∂LM
∂d2

.
dd2
da−3

+
∂LM
∂d1

.
dd1
da−3

=
∂LM
∂a−3︸ ︷︷ ︸

Due to Ad−3

+
∂LM
∂d2

.
dd2
da−3︸ ︷︷ ︸

Due to Ad−2

+
∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

(
∂m1

∂a−3
+
∂m1

∂d2
.
dd2
da−3

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Due to Ad−1

(12)

=
∂LM
∂a−3︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+
∂LM
∂d2

.
∂d2
∂m2

.
dm2

da−3︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

∂m1

∂a−3︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂LM
∂d1

.
∂d1
∂m1

.
∂m1

∂d2
.
dd2
da−3︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

(13)

In other words, if the age of an ad increases, the ad's impact on the purchase occasion goes

down unambiguously, which causes the e�ectiveness of the immediate next ad exposure (Ad−2)

to increase. These two changes play a role in the change of e�ectiveness of the subsequent ads.

If the increase in activation due to Ad−2 outweighs the decrease due to a weaker e�ect of Ad−3

then the e�ectiveness of Ad−1 decreases. Otherwise, it increases.

This analysis shows that according to the proposed memory activation model M , by increasing

the spacing between the past ad occasions some schedules of ads can be improved for the ad-

vertiser. This implication is driven by the assumption that the decay rate of the e�ect due to a

particular ad (say Ad−k) depends on the ads occuring prior to Ad−k (
∂dk
∂mk

> 0). In terms of the

notation used to de�ne the model M , this phenomenon is caused by the parameter c (equation

(4)); if c = 0, the last three terms of equation (13) vanish since c = 0 =⇒ ∂dk
∂mk

= 0, k ∈ {1, 2}.

The simple version of the distributed lag model considered here does not predict this behavior.

Intuitively, specifying a di�erent set of weights to lagged ad exposures will still not predict spacing

behavior unless the e�ectiveness of ads in some way depends on the spacing of the past schedule

of ads (which drives the positive terms in equation (13)).

7.3 Simulations

I simulate di�erent scenarios to examine the shape of the log-odds function LM , comparing it with

LE , and the impact of the spacing parameter c (in equation (4)) on it. Again, for illustration, I

use the scenario where a consumer is exposed to three ads, Ad−1, Ad−2, and Ad−3 that are of

ages a−1, a−2, and a−3 respectively (a−3 > a−2 > a−1), at the purchase occasion.
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E�ect of changing a−3

Figure 9 shows how log of purchase odds at the current occasion vary for the two models with

age of the oldest exposure, for the set of speci�ed parameters. Here I �x a−2 = 10 and a−1 = 5

and vary a−3 from 11 to 30. Note that

• LE , the log odds according to the exponentially decaying ad stock model decreases as age

of Ad−3 increases.

• LM , according to the memory activation model, is nonmonotonic. It increases initially and

then decreases because of the two forces noted above: a decrease in direct impact of Ad−3

due to increasing age, and a positive e�ect due to an increase in the e�ectiveness of Ad−2

and Ad−1 as Ad−3 moves away. The latter e�ect is stronger when a−3 − a−2 is small and
decreases as a−3 increases and eventually gets dominated by the former around a−3 = 15.

E�ect of changing the parameter c

As c increases, the impact of contemporaneous activation levels on decay rates increases. There-

fore, one would expect a more prominent spacing e�ect when c is high and no e�ect when c = 0.

Figure 10 shows simulation results for di�erent values of c when other parameters are held �xed.

As expected, when c is zero, an increase in age of Ad−3 causes a monotonic decrease in log odds.

When c > 0, pushing Ad−3 further back provides some bene�t for the advertiser. The range for

which dLM
da−3

> 0 is larger for larger values of c.26

8 Stuctural estimation

In this section, I apply the above framework to the online sponsored search advertising setting

described earlier. While estimating the model parameters for counterfactual analysis, I also test

for the key implications of the memory model M .

8.1 Empirical speci�cation

I start with the speci�cation of an exponential decay goodwill stock model (E ) that has a constant

decay rate for an individual; that is, ad stock built by any ad exposure has the same decay rate.

Using this model as a benchmark, I generalize it to a model GE, where an extra parameter

enables the decay rate of ad stock contributed by any ad to depend on contemporaneous ad-

stock from the past. As explained earlier, this is the key feature of the memory activation

model that raises the possibility of spacing e�ects. Since the exponential decay goodwill model

26Note that since a is kept constant, an increase in c leads to a lower average carry-over for Ad−2 and hence
lower LM levels for high c.
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is nested within this generalized model, estimating GE will provide a test in the data for this

key assumption. Eventually, I specify the empirical version of the memory activation learning

model (M ) discussed above.

8.1.1 Choice model

I assume the utility an individual i (i ∈ {1, ..., I}) gets from visiting the advertiser's web page at

purchase occasion (session) t (t ∈ {1, ..., Ti}) depends on the number of ad exposures (nExpit)

in the session t and the advertising e�ect carried over from the past sessions, Gψit for ψ ∈
{E,GE,M}. It also depends on the inherent search propensity, which includes search cost,

familiarity with the web, and so on. This factor is unobserved in the data and may be correlated

with nExpit since nExpit is high for individuals who search more. As in earlier analysis (section

5.2), to avoid ommitted variables bias in an estimate of the marginal e�ect of nExpit, I include

in the model the number of pages i decides to browse in session t. Other than these factors, the

likelihood of visiting the web page will also depend on the individual's inherent propensity to

click on the experimental advertiser's page (αψi ). Therefore,

u1ψit = αψi + δψi f(nExpit) + γψi h(Gψit) + φψi nPagesit +
J∑
j=1

τψj xij + ε1ψit

u0ψit = ε0ψit

where u1ψi represents the utility gain from visiting the advertiser's web page and u0ψi is the

utility from choosing the outside option. Since di�erent experiments used di�erent advertising

restaurants, I control for di�erences in preferences across experiments by including �xed e�ects in

the model. xij is a dummy variable that indicates individual i lies in experiment j.27 Functions

f(.) and h(.) allow �exibility in how nExpit and G
ψ
it a�ect utility.

28 ε1ψit and ε0ψit are idiosynchratic

error shocks that are assumed to be i.i.d. according to type 1 extreme value distribution. θψi =

{αψi , δ
ψ
i , γ

ψ
i , φ

ψ
i , (τ

ψ
j )Jj=1} are model ψ speci�c parameters to be estimated using data.

8.1.2 Model for carry-over

Carry-over from past occasions, Gψit for model ψ ∈ {E,GE,M}, is a function of the number of

prior ad exposures, the time intervals between them, and model-speci�c parameters ξψi .

Exponential decay goodwill stock model (E)

27Which in many cases is a di�erent geographic area.
28I start with an identity function and then allow for more �exible polynomial transformations.
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GEit is the discounted sum of e�ects due to ad exposures in sessions prior to t. I de�ne it as

GEit = ρ
days(t−1),t

i

(
nExpit−1 +GEit−1

)
=

t−1∑
k=1

ρdayskti nExpik

where ρi ∈ (0, 1) is the discount rate parameter and dayskt is the time interval between sessions

k and t in days.

Generalized exponential decay goodwill model (GE)

GGEit is again a discounted sum of past e�ects of ad exposures in sessions prior to t, de�ned as

GGEit =

t−1∑
k=1

ρdaysktik nExpik

where ρik ∈ (0, 1) is the carry-over rate for ad stock accumulated through ads in session k and

dayskt is the time gap between sessions k and t in days. I parameterize the discount rate,

ρik
(
ξGEi = {bGEi , cGEi }

)
as

ρik =
exp(bGEi + cGEi GGEik )

1 + exp(bGEi + cGEi GGEik )
(14)

According to equation (14), the discount rate for a past ad occasion k depends on the total

goodwill accumulated from ads before session k. Note that this model reduces to E if cGEi = 0.

If parameter cGEi < 0, carry-over ρik will decrease with increase in contemporaneous goodwill

GGEik .

Memory-activation model (M)

To apply the model in this empirical context, I use a modi�ed, discrete time version of the

memory activation model discussed earlier. I specify a browsing session as a learning occasion

with time intervals in days. The number of ad exposures in the session represents the degree of

learning.29

Following equation (3), I de�ne the strength of memory trace for the advertised restaurant for

individual i before a session t as given by

mit({nExpikt}t−1k=1, {daysikt}
t−1
k=1) = βi + ln

(
t−1∑
k=1

(
nExpik × days−dikikt

))
(15)

where βi represents individual-speci�c ease of memory activation, daysikt is the time interval

29In general, advertising context is di�erent from situations where agents learn at every occasion, for example,
verbal learning (Pavlik and Anderson [2008]) or forced exposures to TV ads in a lab. In a real-world setting, an
ad exposure may not mean that consumer �saw� the ad. So for my case of online advertising, one ad exposure
may not be the correct learning occasion for the model.
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between sessions t and k for individual i, nExpik is the number of exposures in session k,

and dik is the decay rate for activation due to ads in session k.30 dik depends on parameters

ξMi = {bMi , cMi } and the activation just before session k started. I specify it as

dik(mik, ξ
M
i ) = exp(bMi + cMi e

mik) (16)

where I use an exponential function so the decay rate is always positive. I de�ne goodwill as

a function of the memory activation, GMik = g(mik), and compare estimates for di�erent non-

decreasing functions g(.).

8.2 Distributional assumptions and identi�cation of parameters

Because the number of sessions browsed by individuals in data is small, I am unable to identify

individual-speci�c parameter vectors θψi and ξ
ψ
i . So I assume a distribution of these parameters

in the population and identify the location and spread of the distribution. Speci�cally, I assume

a Normal distribution (
θψi
ξψi

)
∼ N

((
θ̄ψ

ξ̄ψ

)
,Σψ

)
(17)

where

(
θ̄ψ

ξ̄ψ

)
is the population mean parameter vector and Σψ is the variance covariance matrix

of the parameters in the population.

In the data, I observe variation in covariates across individuals and time, and the change in

choice behavior of the agents at these occasions. This variation identi�es all components in the

mean vector of choice parameters θ̄ψ, except γ̄ψ (the coe�cient of Gψ). Given the carry-over

parameters ξψ, variation in the intensity of ad exposure in the past causes di�erent levels of ad

carry-over from the past (Gψ), which identi�es the mean γ̄ψ.

The �rst component of ξ̄ψ, that comprises of the mean carry-over parameters ρ̄, b̄GE and b̄M ,

determines the degree of carry-over e�ect in the absence of prior ads. Because there was no

advertising before the �rst session, these parameters are iden�ed from systematic di�erences in

choices made in the �rst and second sessions, conditional on ads and other session characteristics.

Similarly, the systematic change in choice behavior from the second to the third sessions in the

ad condition is attributed to the changed decay rates of ad stock accumulated during the second

session. This variation identi�es parameters c̄GE and c̄M .

The time-series aspect of the data helps identify the variance covariance matrix Σψ. For exam-

ple, the presence of individuals in the data with di�erent responses to ads in previous sessions

30Since ease of learning and the impact of GMit on choice a�ect the decision in the same way, identifying them
is di�cult. So I �x βi=0.
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identi�es the variation in the parameters ρi, b
GE
i and bMi .

8.3 Estimation methodology

I estimate the model parameters using the simulated maximum likelihood method. Given the

parameters and data (Xit =
{
nPagesit, {nExpik}tk=1, {daysik}tk=1, {xij}Jj=1

}
), the probability

of an individual i visiting the advertiser's page in session t (yit=1) according to model ψ ∈
{E,GE,M} is given by

Prψit = Pr
(
yit = 1|Xit, θ

ψ
i , ξ

ψ
i

)
=

exp
(
αψi + δψi f(nExpit) + γψi G

ψ
it + φψi nPagesit +

∑J
j=1 τ

ψ
j xij

)
1 + exp

(
αψi + δψi f(nExpit) + γψi G

ψ
it + φψi nPagesit +

∑J
j=1 τ

ψ
j xij

)
The likelihood of the sequence of observed decisions yi = {yit}Tit=1 made by i is then

πψi

(
yi|Xi, θ

ψ
i , ξ

ψ
i

)
= ΠTi

t=1(Pr
ψ
it × yit

+(1− Prψit)× (1− yit))

where Ti is the total number of observed sessions for individual i. Next, because the parameters

{θψi , ξ
ψ
i } are random, I compute the expected likelihood by integrating the individual's likelihood

over the distribution of random parameters:

π̄ψi
(
yi|Xi, θ̄ψ, ξ̄ψ,Σψ

)
=

ˆ
πψi dΩ(θψi , ξ

ψ
i )

where Ω(.) is the density function for the distribution de�ned in (17).31 So the log-simulated

likelihood of observed data conditioned on parameters is given by

LLψ
(
{yi, Xi}Ii=1, θ̄ψ, ξ̄ψ,Σψ

)
=

I∑
i=1

log(π̄ψi )

The estimated point estimates of parameters for the model are the ones that maximize the

log-likelihood function.

8.4 Results

I estimated multiple speci�cations for the models discussed above. For estimation, I removed data

for the restaurant that had advertised before the time period of the experiments. Also, I removed

31The integration is implemented using a Monte Carlo simulation method; I take draws of θψi and ξψi from the
distribution and compute the average value of πψi for these draws.
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individuals that had consecutive sessions with time intervals of a day or less.32 Therefore, the

estimation sample comprises of 9,081 individuals and 20,959 sessions.

First, I discuss the results from estimation of homogenous model speci�cations with no unob-

served heterogeneity in parameters across the population (where Σψ = 0). Column I of Table 8

shows results for baseline speci�cation of E, where carry-over from the past, G enters the utility

linearly. Estimates show the number of ad exposures in the current session (nExpt) has a pos-

itive impact on the likelihood of the individual visiting the advertiser's page. Also, more pages

browsed in a session lead to a higher chance of visit to the page. The estimates also suggest a high

carry-over of ad-stock across time with a decay rate of 0.97 per day or ∼0.80 per week. However,
the coe�cient on the goodwill stock (GEit) carried over from the previous period is positive but

not statistically signi�cant. Motivated by earlier reduced form data analysis (Table 5, column

II), I allow for quadratic and cubic terms of goodwill GEit . Estimates of these model speci�cations

in columns II and III, respectively, indicate behavior similar to the �rst speci�cation, except the

carry-over e�ect is now more precise. The cubic speci�cation in column III suggests goodwill

a�ects utility only at higher levels.

Column IV shows estimates for the baseline speci�cation of the generalized exponential decay

ad-stock model (GE). As predicted by theory discussed in the last section, the parameter cGE is

negative but statistically not signi�cantly di�erent from 0. Allowing for this change in decay rate

across sessions, however, leads to an increase in size of the coe�cient on goodwill carry-over from

past sessions (compared to column I), which is now statistically signi�cant. Other estimates are

comparable to the corresponding model E in column I. In column VI, I allow for the marginal

e�ect of past goodwill to change with its level by including a quadratic and cubic terms of GGEit .

The positive coe�cient of this quadratic term indicates the impact of previous goodwill stock is

higher at higher levels.33 Importantly, now the negative parameter cGE is estimated precisely,

statistically di�erent from zero, providing support for the assumption (from equation 14) that

goodwill stock accumulated in a session decays faster if contemporaneous goodwill carry-over

from the past is high. Other parameter estimates are similar to the model E. The log-likelihood

estimates for the cubic speci�cations of GE and E show the improvement in data �t by adding

an extra parameter is marginal (1862.1 - 1861.92). This �nding is not surprising given that

about three quarters of the observations in the data are for individuals with just two sessions

during the time period. These observations are not a�ected by previous spacing, hence their �t

cannot improve by the added �exibility in GE. However, for the individuals that are a�ected by

past spacing, I �nd a signi�cant increase in log-likelihood; for 763 session observations, the log-

likelihood changes from -105.7 to -103.9.34 Moreover, GE is better at predicting the behavior for

the sample held out from estimation, that is, individuals that have at least 1 instance of sessions

32This is done to avoid the impact of variety-seeking behavior.
33For small levels, the total e�ect is not statistically di�erent from zero.
34These are the individuals included earlier in Figure 7; ones with more than two sessions in the data and more

than two ad exposures in the second session.
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with time gap of one day. The predicted log-likelihood for 2,407 sessions is -1001.7 for E and

-961.3 for GE.

Columns VII to IX of Table 8 show estimates of similar speci�cations for the memory activa-

tion model M .35 As expected, the estimates are qualitatively similar to GE. In the models

where quadratic and cubic terms for past goodwill are allowed, parameter cM > 0 and is statis-

tically signi�cant at the 10% con�dence level. This estimate suggests the decay rate of memory

activation due to an ad increases if the contemporaneous activation level is high.

To understand the economic signi�cance of these estimates, I compare the long-term e�ects of

advertising at a particular occasion predicted by models E and GE. Consider a situation where

the individual visiting the website in the current time period saw the ad banner 15 days ago.

Figure 11 shows the predicted impact over time, of displaying the ad again in the current session.

Using the model GE, the �rst plot shows the predicted probability of visiting the advertiser's

web page in two conditions: when the ad banner is displayed (I assume 3 exposures) and when

it is not. This simulation is done using point estimates in column VI of Table 8. The second

plot shows the same scenario simulated for model E using estimates from column III. Note that

in the ad condition, both models predict a similar increase in probability of visiting the web

page in the immediate future. This increase, however, decays faster according to the model GE

due to the increased decay rate because of prior ad exposure. This example illustrates that in

the presence of prior awareness due to advertising, GE predicts the bene�t from advertising will

vanish sooner (in this case, within 2 weeks), whereas model E predicts a longer-term bene�t.

Table 9 shows the estimates when unobserved heterogeneity is accounted for.36 Column I shows

results for E. The mean values of the random parameters in the population are similar to the

homogenous model. The standard deviations estimated are not statistically signi�cantly di�erent

from zero except for the intercept, suggesting a sizable spread in the preferences for the advertised

restaurants. Column II shows estimates for the baseline speci�cation for GE. The population

mean of coe�cient cGE is statistically signi�cant and negative, supporting the assumption that

high advertising exposure in the past can lead to a decrease in carry-over of the current ad

exposure. The population mean for the coe�cient for G is not statistically signi�cantly di�erent

from zero, but the estimate for standard deviation is precise and large relative to point estimates

seen in Table 8. To examine this heterogeneity further, I allow the impact of carry-over to vary

with observable factors by adding a quadratic term and the interaction of G with other variables

such as experiment indicators x1, x2, x3 and nExp.
37 Column III shows estimates for this model.

Note that the standard deviation for the random coe�cient of G is now small and insigni�cant

and the coe�cient on the quadratic term is signi�cantly positive. The interaction term nExp×G
is negative but statistically insigni�cant.

35The h(.) function used here is exponential; that is, the memory activation enters the utility function via an
exponential transformation:GMit = emit

36For now, I restrict Σψ to be a diagonal matrix.
37to allow for the marginal e�ect of advertising to change with awareness carried over from past
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To summarize, the data support the hypothesis that persistence of advertising decreases in

the presence of contemporaneous awareness carried over from past occasions. The additional

parameter in the generalized exponentially decaying goodwill stock model, which nests the pre-

dominantly used model E within it, is statistically signi�cant and in the direction predicted by

memory research. Estimates from the structural models suggest that in presence of past ad-

vertising, E may signi�cantly over-predict the long-term e�ect of additional advertising. This

tradeo� may provide incentives for the advertiser to spread the advertising activity over a wider

time period. To explore this aspect further, in the next section, I use the demand parameter

estimates to compare various advertising strategies.

8.5 Implications of the models for advertising strategies

In general, online media plans specify the number of impressions to be bought from an ad

network during a particular time period. One of the ways advertisers control repeated exposure

for their online ads on networks such as Google AdWords is through the use of frequency capping.

The term "frequency capping" refers to restricting (capping) the number of times (frequency)

a speci�c visitor is shown a particular advertisement within a period of time. For example, a

frequency cap of "10 per week" for an ad means that after exposing the user to the same ad 10

times, the visitor will not be shown that ad for the rest of the week.

In this section, I simulate outcomes for an advertiser from applying various advertising strategies

in a simple scenario, to choose the best strategies according to the models E and GE. Consider

a scenario where a consumer visits the website in every week for a month. Suppose the advertiser

knows the browsing behavior of the consumer and has the option of choosing a frequency cap and

the weeks of the month when advertising is switched on. Also, for now I assume the advertiser

cares about the gains from advertising during this one month only. If the consumer browses

ten pages in each of the four sessions in the four weeks of the month, the number of possible

choices of a freq. cap is 11, from 0 to 10, and there are 24 possible combinations of switching the

advertising on or o� in any of the weeks. Therefore, the total number of possible strategies for

the advertiser in this situation are

# possible freq. caps︸ ︷︷ ︸
11

× possible combination of ads switched on or o� for 4 weeks︸ ︷︷ ︸
24

= 176

For each of the strategies, I simulate the total pro�ts for the month in both the cases, when

the advertiser uses the model E or GE.38 The best strategies, giving highest pro�ts for the

month according to the two models are shown in Figure 12. If the advertiser uses the traditional

exponential decay model, the highest pro�ts are attained by choosing a frequency cap of 7, and

38For these calculations, I assume the pro�ts resulting from the restaurant page visit to be $10 and the marginal
cost of an ad impression to be $0.1.
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advertising is employed in three out of the four weeks. After advertising in the �rst two weeks,

the goodwill level is high and the marginal bene�t from more advertising goes down, so during

the third week, no ads are shown. On the other hand, an advertiser using GE would choose a

higher frequency cap of 10 and advertise in just one of the four weeks. According to this model,

after advertising in the �rst week the goodwill level is high during the later weeks leading to

lower returns from advertising at the later occasions because of reduced persistence of additional

advertising. Therefore, compared to the traditional model, in this case the advertiser chooses

a higher level of advertising, but advertises in the �rst week only. In this example, if the true

model is GE (as I �nd in my data) and an advertiser wrongly uses E to choose her advertising

strategy, then she gets 70% lower pro�ts compared to another advertiser who selects ad schedule

based on GE. This happens because the gains from advertising in the later weeks resulting from

a strategy based on E are too low to justify the costs and therefore lead to signi�cantly lower

pro�ts.

9 Conclusion

This paper contributes to the empirical literature on advertising in several ways. To ensure the

identi�cation of various advertising e�ects, I ran �eld experiments to create a novel individual-

level dataset that provides detailed information on consumer search leading to purchase and

contains exogenous variation in ad exposure. Using these data, I �rst provide model-free evidence

on the impact of advertising, and carry-over of ad e�ects to future purchase occasions. I �nd

that spacing or the temporal proximity between ad exposures plays an important role in the

impact of ads. I show the impact of allowing for the spacing e�ect on advertising strategy

by estimating a memory-based model of learning through advertising. Using counterfactual

simulations I demonstrate that the new model has di�erent implications for advertisers compared

to the traditionally used models.

An important direction for future work is the investigation of the impact of the memory-based

model on dynamically optimal advertising policies. Advertiser's gains from spacing of ads, al-

lowed by the memory-based model, might provide an additional explanation for the observed use

of pulsing advertising strategies.39 The website engaged in the current experiments also provides

a potential avenue for eventually implementing the optimal strategies according to di�erent mod-

els and comparing the actual returns, and further validating the use of the new model. However,

a challenge in solving for the dynamically optimal policies under the memory model comes from

the increased complexity of the state space of the advertiser's problem. Unlike the traditional

models where the carry-over to the future depends only on the goodwill level at a point of time,

39Pulsing ad schedules are characterized by weeks with high levels of advertising followed by periods with no
ads (Mahajan and Muller [1986], Dube et al. [2005]). In the past, researchers have explained pulsing behavior by
deriving optimal advertising schedules in the presence of a threshold in the consumer's ad response curve.
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the future carry-over in the memory model depends on the entire past ad schedule leading to a

potentially in�nite dimensional state space.

This paper also sets up a �platform� to answer more questions about whether and how advertis-

ing characteristics a�ect consumer decisions.40 One direction for further research is the impact

of a �rm's advertising on its competitors' demand. This spillover of ad e�ects might play an

important role in understanding advertising dynamics in the economy. The experimental vari-

ation (condition A5) also allows me to study the impact of the clutter caused by competitor's

advertising - the change in advertising e�ects when more competitors advertise in the same

session.

In summary, this paper takes a �rst step towards understanding the role of temporal spacing

between ad exposures in consumer response to advertising. Future work can build on these

�ndings to investigate their impact on �rm's strategy and related issues such as impact on

competitive outcome. Data generated from the experiments in the current paper provide a good

basis for exploring these issues.

40Characteristics such as the location of the ad in the right-hand panel, presence of discounts and identity of
the competitors.
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Appendix

A Data-cleaning details

In this section, I describe the criteria used to clean data for analysis.

• Bots / web-crawlers: I use the fact that most of internet web crawlers originate outside

India and browsers' i.p. addresses can be matched to their countries with good accuracy.

To avoid noise in data due to automated web crawlers, I remove users with i.p addresses

outside India. This process is reasonable for �ltering bots since the website is designed to

cater to individuals within the country.

• Users browsing multiple zones: I also remove users that browse zones across experiments.

Since I'm interested in understanding the e�ect of multiple exposures to ads, this step is

needed to avoid a possible selection problem. For example, consider two individuals A

and B who both browse 10 pages on the website. The pages A browses are relevant to

geographic area X, and she is exposed to 5 targeted ads. B browses 10 pages, but just 5

of them are relevant to zone X, and she is exposed to 2 ads targeted to this zone. In my

data, B will be an individual with fewer ad exposures but also di�erent preferences than

A. By removing individuals such as B, I avoid a bias that can arise from comparing people

with not just di�erent ad exposure but also potentially di�erent preferemces.

B Experiment Details

Table 10 summarizes the number of sessions in di�erent experiments and conditions. Figure

2 shows an example of how the ads in the right-hand panel change with di�erent conditions

described in section 4.

C E�ect of Multiple Exposure to Ads within a session

In this section, I extend the earlier regression analysis in section 5.2. To better control for

heterogeneity in browsing type, I put in more controls for number of pages (nPages). Columns

I of Table 11 shows results when the regression is run including only a subset of sessions with

number of pages between 6 and 10. For �exibility, I use indicators of di�erent levels of exposures

as independent variables and control for number of pages by adding �xed e�ects for each level.

Estimates show the e�ect of exposure on the likelihood of a visit is higher when the number

of exposures is higher. In column II, I show estimates when I restrict the data to sessions
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with exactly seven pages. Again, the coe�cient on the number of exposures remains positive

and statistically signi�cant, suggesting more exposure to ads might lead to a higher impact on

consumer decisions.

To appreciate the quantitative signi�cance of multiple exposures, I simulate likelihood probabili-

ties for di�erent levels of exposures from the quadratic model estimated in column III of Table 4.

Figure 13 shows the simulated probabilities for a session with 10 pages browsed (nPages = 10),

plotted against the number of ad exposures in the session. The �gure also shows the 25th and

75th percentiles of the distribution arising as a result of sampling errors. First note that the pre-

dicted likelihood at four exposures is signi�cantly greater than the prediction for one exposure.

For the �rst three exposures, there is an increase of about 0.4% for every exposure. After three,

the marginal e�ect goes down, and after �ve exposures, additional ads result in little gain.

D More on the measurement issue

In this section I discuss in detail, the potential measurement problem mentioned earlier in section

5.2.1 and argue that the assumptions made for the current analysis are weak.

Recall that the experiment design has two levels of randomization.

• First, every new session is allocated to the Ad or the No-Ad condition. In the No-Ad

condition, none of the pages browsed in the session show the experimental ad.

• Second, within the Ad condition there is a 60% chance that any page shows the experimental

ad banner.41

Let the response variable of interest be Y (visiting the experimental restaurant's page or gener-

ation of a sales lead). Di�erence of the mean of Y in the Ad and the No-Ad condition gives an

unbiased estimate of the average treatment e�ect in the population (treatment is a 60% chance

of seeing the ad). This average e�ect is the parameter γ in the regression

Yi = intercept + γAdi + εi (18)

where Ad is a dummy indicator of the treatment or the session being in the Ad condition.

Measuring the e�ect of an ad exposure

Now within the ad condition, there is variation in the number of times the ad is seen, conditional

on the number of pages browsed. This variation allows me to get an estimate of the population

41For more than half of the duration of the experiments, the chance of getting an ad display at a page in the
ad condition was set to 60%. For later time perdiods it was changed. For the purpose of this section, I focus on
the time period when the chance was �xed to 60%.
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average e�ect of an ad exposure controlling for the browsing type, by estimating a modelM such

as

Yi = c+ αnExpi + βnPagesi + ηi (19)

where nExpi is the number of times the experimental ad was displayed in the session and nPagesi

is the number of pages browsed in the session.

Note that the true model of the e�ect of ads on individual's decision may be

Yi = c+ αinExpi + βnPagesi + ηi

where the decision of any individual i depends on the browsing type nPagesi and has his own

sensitivity toward number of ads shown, αi. Therefore, a problem with estimating model M

is that the independent variables, nExpi and nPagesi are chosen by the consumer i and may

depend on the preferences of the individual;αi −→ nPagesi, nExpi. Estimation of the regression

(19) assumes this away, which may lead to a bias.

• Example: Conditioned on the number of pages browsed, sessions that end up seeing the

ads larger number of times may be for people that did not respond for smaller levels of

nExp and therefore did not quit searching. These individuals are likely to be ones who are

less sensitive to the ad. Because of this selection, the model will underestimate the e�ect

of large nExp.

So in the regression (19), the estimated parameter α̂ may under-estimate the true α = E (αi).

Let α̂ = α+ a, where a is the magnitude of the bias.

Impact of Ad condition on distribution of nPages

The key reason behind this measurement problem is that the number of pages browsed may

change in the ad condition, which may change the number of ad exposures too. In order to gauge

this problem, I compare the empirical distributions of the number of pages browsed by sessions

in the Ad and the No-Ad conditions. I use the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov non-parametric

test for this purpose and fail to reject the hypothesis (p-val=0.99) that the distributions are

same. Therefore in these data, the assumption that the number of pages browsed in the ad

condition is same as no-ad condition is not very strong.

Now the question - can the magnitude of the bias, 'a' be gauged?

The idea is to use the estimates of M to compute the predicted average population treatment

e�ect γ̂M , and compare it with the unbiased estimate of the average population treatment e�ect

γ̂ from the regression (18).

γ̂M = E
(
ŶTreatment − ŶNo-Treatment

)
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Where

• ŶTreatment is the predicted Y by the model estimates when a person is treated with a

60% chance of seeing the ad

• ŶNo-Treatment is the predicted Y by the model estimates when there is a 0% chance of

seeing the ad

The expectation is taken over the population.

What will comparing γ̂ and γ̂M show?

γ̂M is a function of a.

γ̂M = E
(
Ŷ60% chance of ads − Ŷ0% chance of ads

)
= E

(
E
(
Ŷ60% chance of ads − Ŷ0% chance of ads|nPages

))
= E

(
E
(
Ŷ (nExp, nPages)− Ŷ (0, nPages)|nPages

))
= E

(
E
(
ĉ+ α̂nExp+ β̂nPages−

(
ĉ+ β̂nPages

)
|nPages

))
= E (E (α̂nExp|nPages))

= α̂× E (E (nExp|nPages))

= (α+ a)× E (E (nExp|nPages))

= (α+ a)× E (nExp)

= α× E (nExp) + a× E (nExp)

= γ + a× E (nExp)

Using law of iterated expectations and the last step follows because E (α× nExp) is the true

average treatment e�ect γ. This analysis shows if a is large, γ̂M is more likely to be o� the true

value γ. If γ̂ and γ̂M are close, i.e. the model predicts the average treatment e�ect to be close

to the unbiased estimator, the bias size may not be too big.

Estimating γ̂M

The model assumes the number of pages browsed and the number of ads seen are independent

of the preferences. Therefore I proceed as follows:

• From the population in the No-Ad condition, I get the empirical distribution of nPages.

• For individual i ∈ {1, ..., I}, I draw nPagesi from this empirical distribution.

• As in the experiment design, i draws its treatment nExpi ∼ Binomial(nPagesi, 0.60)
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For this simulated population of I individuals, average treatment e�ect is

γ̂M =
1

I

∑
i

(
Ŷi(nExpi, nPagesi)− Ŷi(0, nPagesi)

)

The comparison

When M is the linear regression model exactly same as (19), I get

Y γ̂ γ̂M*

Estimate 95% Conf. interval 5th percentile 95th percentile

V isit 0.238% (0.093%, 0.38%) 0.31% 0.33%

V iew_num 0.074% (0.018%, 0.13%) 0.077% 0.080%

* Simulated 1000 samples of I = 10000 each. Reporting the percentiles from

the distribution of estimated γ̂M from all samples

When I use a logistic regression model for M , I get the following

Y γ̂ γ̂M

Estimate 95% Conf. interval 5th percentile 95th percentile

V isit 0.238% (0.093%, 0.38%) 0.21% 0.23%

V iew_num 0.074% (0.018%, 0.13%) 0.045% 0.050%

Note that estimated γ̂M is within the 95% con�dence intervals for γ̂ for all the above cases.

Therefore, this analysis suggests the potential bias a is not large relative to the absolute value

of the population mean α.

E Non-parametric Evidence for the Impact of Ad Repetition

To provide evidence for an incremental impact of multiple exposures to ads, I use the fact that

by experiment design, experimental ad display at any page is random during a session. Consider

the set of individuals that browsed n or more pages in their �rst sessions. I focus on the marginal

e�ect of an ad exposure at the nth page conditional on treatment in the �rst n − 1 pages, for

the subset of individuals that saw the experimental banner at least once in the �rst n− 1 pages.

Speci�cally, I look for the e�ect of an additional ad at the nth page on V isitn+1,n+2, a dummy

variable indicating a visit to the advertiser's page in the next two pages.42 This e�ect can be

42I chose to focus on 2 pages ahead because after clicking on the ad users may take 2 pages to reach the
restaurant page. Recall that if the ad is that of a chain restaurant, clicking on it takes the user to a page with
links to pages for outlets in the geographic area of search.
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identi�ed through the regression

V isitn+1,n+2 = β0 + βn1Adn + β2nExp1,n−1 + ε (20)

conditional on nExp1,n−1 ≥ 1, where nExp1,n−1 is the number of ad exposures in the �rst n− 1

pages and Adn is a dummy variable indicating ad display at the nthpage. Since, by experiment

design, Adn is random, the coe�cient βn1 is a consistent estimator of the additional e�ect of

advertising conditional on past treatment nExp1,n−1 ≥ 1. If there is no additional e�ect of

multiple advertising, βn1 would not be positive for any n. Table 12 shows estimates from the

regressions on the subset of sessions with nPages ≥ n and nExp1,n−1 ≥ 1, for 2 ≤ n ≤ 9. Note

the coe�cient βn1 is positive in most cases and statistically signi�cant in some, indicating the

positive e�ect of additional advertising at the nth position. Also note the magnitude of impact

of an extra exposure is about 0.20% when it is signi�cant.

The above test is conservative since it averages across all past treatment patterns. However,

additional advertising might be more e�ective when nExp1,n−1 is small. Also, the sequence of

past advertising exposure might be important. To further explore these aspects, I focus on the

two cases that provided the weakest evidence in the Table 12: n = 8 and n = 4. Column I

of Table 13 shows results from the regression in equation (20) when the past exposures before

the 8th page, nExp1,7, is positive but small. The coe�cient is now positive but statistically not

di�erent from zero. However, if the immediate previous page displayed the ad banner (Ad7 = 1),

Ad8 has a signi�cant e�ect as shown in column II. A similar case for n=4 is shown in columns

III and IV which again shows an e�ect of similar magnitude when ads are displayed in quick

succession.

F Impact of ads on future revisit

An implicit assumption made in the analysis is that the future sessions on the website and the

time intervals between sessions are not dependent on advertising exposure. In this section, I

check for the presence of such correlations in the data. In column I of table 14 I regress a dummy

variable indicating that the user just had one session over the course of the experiments, on

allocation of the user's �rst session to the ad condition. I �nd that the coe�cient for the dummy

variable is statistically not di�erent from zero indicating no correlation between being in the

ad condition and future revisit decisions. In columns II and III I include the past decisions of

whether to visit the advertise restaurant's page or generate a sales lead as explanatory variable.

Again, I �nd no signi�cant impact of ads on future revisit decisions. Next, for individuals that

do visit more than once I regress the time intervals between �rst two sessions on the allocation

to ad condition in the �rst session, in table 15. Again, I �nd no signi�cant correlation between

allocation to the ad condition and website re-visit frequency.
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This evidence shows that in my data the assumption about the future revisit frequency being

independent of advertising exposure is weak.

G More on the Impact of Ad Exposures Across Sessions

The model for long-term e�ects of advertising proposed in this paper is driven by learning through

advertising exposure. Another mechanism driving carry-over could be state-dependence or expe-

rience. According to this explanation, high advertising exposure leads to purchase at the previous

occasion. This purchase in turn increases the chance of repurchase in the future time period due

to consumer inertia (Dubé et al. [2010]). If carry-over occurs solely through this mechanism

versus learning, it would have di�erent implications for the advertiser; the advertiser would have

an incentive to focus more on the subset of consumers that have not recently purchased the prod-

uct. To investigate the presence of this mechanism, I focus on a subset of individuals with repeat

visits (considered in section 6) but who do not visit the advertiser's page in their �rst sessions.

Columns IV and V of Table 16 show the results from the logit regression of visits in session 2 on

current (nExp1) and past (nExp2) ad exposures for this subset of individuals. The coe�cient

on nExp1 is positive and statistically signi�cant. This �nding rules out the explanation that

carry-over of ad e�ects are due solely to past experience induced by past advertising.
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Experiment
Restaurant
Cuisine

% of visitors in the area that
visit the restaurant's page in

the absence of ads
Some description

1 Indian/Mughlai 1.1%
100 years old small chain with

less than 10 outlets

2 Chinese 1.5%
Relatively new restaurant

(about 2 years old)
3 Italian 2.5% International pizza chain
4 Chinese 2% Local chain
5 Chinese 1.4% Local chain
6 Italian 0.7% Local chain
7 Indian 2% Small local chain
8 Indian/Bengali 5.7% Local chain
9 Italian 3.1% International pizza chain
10 Indian 2% Local chain
11 Chinese 1.4% International chain

Table 1: Characteristics of advertised restaurants used for the experiments

Median
5th

percentile
95th

percentile
Number of
sessions in

data (NSess)

No. of
users

Percent

Number of unique
restaurant pages

visited
1 0 6 NSess=1 193,712 89%

% of users with at
least one ad click (On

any ad)
1.67% NSess = 2 15,394 7%

% of users that viewed
a phone number (for

any restaurant)
17% 3 ≤ NSess ≤

5
6,813 3%

6 ≤ NSess ≤
15

1,399 1%

Table 2: Summary statistics about the browsing behavior of the website users in data
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Figure 1: Snapshot of a search page and a restaurant page at the restaurant search website.
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Figure 2: Example snapshot of experiment conditions. The experimental banner is circled
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Figure 3: A plot of number of times the phone number was viewed (aggregated for a week) v.s.
number of calls from unique phone numbers received for the restaurant during the week, for 48
restaurant-week observations

Figure 4: Distribution of number of pages browsed across sessions
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Figure 5: Histogram showing variation in the number of ad exposures, controling for the number
of pages browsed

Figure 6: Histogram showing time intervals in days, between sessions for returning users in the
data
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DV: Visit to advertiser's page DV: View advertiser's phone num.

I II III IV
(Num.

Pages ≤20)
(Num.

Pages ≤20)
Dummy

indicating the
Ad condition

0.0025***
(0.001)

0.0023***
(0.001)

0.0011***
(0.0003)

0.0011***
(0.0003)

Intercept
0.016***
(0.001)

0.0023***
(0.0003)

Num.
Observations

217,401 211,283 217,401 211,283

Standard errors in parentheses. Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3: E�ect of the experimental manipulation: allocation of the session to the ad condition

Logistic Regression DV: Visit to advertiser's page in the session

I II III IV

nExp:
Num. of
Exposures

0.18***
(0.005)

0.04***
(0.008)

0.146***
(0.017)

0.17***
(0.011)

nExp2
-0.01***
(0.001)

-0.01***
(0.002)

nExp ≥ 1
-0.078
(0.058)

Num. Pages
browsed

0.10***
(0.005)

0.104***
(0.005)

0.108***
(0.005)

Experiment
Fixed e�ects

X X X X

Intercept
-4.13***
(0.09)

-4.29***
(0.09)

-4.37***
(0.1)

-4.35***
(0.28)

Num.
Observations

211,283 211,283 211,283 211,283

Table 4: Impact of repeated exposure to the banner ads in a browsing session.
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Logistic Regression DV: Visit to advertiser's page in the second session

I II III IV

nExp1
0.053**
(0.024)

-0.046
(0.064)

0.104***
(0.031)

0.122***
(0.04)

nExp21
0.009*
(0.0056)

nExp2
0.058*
(0.031)

0.059*
(0.031)

0.103***
(0.036)

0.103***
(0.036)

nExp2 × nExp1
-0.015**
(0.007)

-0.015**
(0.007)

Time gap (days)
-0.001
(0.007)

nExp1 × days
-0.001
(0.002)

Num. Pages
browsed in
Session 2

0.100***
(0.019)

0.100***
(0.019)

0.095***
(0.019)

0.095***
(0.019)

Intercept
-4.170***
(0.323)

-4.096***
(0.326)

-4.275***
(0.326)

-4.272***
(0.334)

Experiment Fixed
e�ects

X X X X

Num.
Observations

10,739 10,739 10,739 10,739

Table 5: Impact of number of exposure to ads in the �rst (nExp1) and second (nExp2) sessions
on probability of visiting advertiser's page in the second session.

nExp2 0 1 2 3 4 5

nExp1
0 3.6% 3.9% 4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8%
1 3.9% 4.3% 4.7% 5.1% 5.5% 6.0%
2 4.3% 4.7% 5.0% 5.4% 5.7% 6.1%
3 4.8% 5.1% 5.4% 5.7% 6.0% 6.3%
4 5.3% 5.5% 5.7% 6.0% 6.2% 6.5%
5 5.8% 6.0% 6.2% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7%

Table 6: Likelihood of visit to the advertiser's page when nExp1 and nExp2 vary. This is
simulated for a session with 10 pages in the second session.
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Figure 7: Mean chance of visiting the advertised restaurant's page in the third session, split by
time gap between the �rst two sessions (days1−2). The error bars show 90% con�dence intervals
for the means.

Figure 8: Quantitative signi�cance of spacing: Change in the predicted probability of visiting
the advertiser's page in session 3, with change in spacing between 1 and 2.
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DV: V isit3

I II
III

days1−2 ≤15

IV
days1−2 ≤15 (No prior
visit to the advertised
restaurant's or its
substitute's page)

V
days1−2 ≤15

nExp1
0.027
(0.031)

0.074*
(0.039)

0.089**
(0.045)

0.12
(0.089)

0.12***
(0.048)

nExp2
-0.031
(0.035)

-0.058
(0.046)

-0.141**
(0.064)

-0.13
(0.11)

-0.06
(0.071)

nExp3
0.111***
(0.041)

0.109**
(0.045)

0.070
(0.051)

-0.18**
(0.085)

0.072
(0.051)

nExp1 × nExp2
-0.028**
(0.014)

nExp1 × days1−2
-0.007*
(0.004)

-0.01
(0.008)

-0.02
(0.016)

-0.007
(0.008)

nExp2 × days1−2
0.003
(0.003)

0.020**
(0.008)

0.020
(0.014)

0.017**
(0.008)

nExp3 × days1−2
0.000
(0.002)

0.007
(0.006)

0.001
(0.01)

0.007
(0.006)

days1−2
-0.009
(0.009)

-0.004
(0.015)

-0.040
(0.040)

0.018
(0.06)

-0.042
(0.04)

days2−3
0.008
(0.008)

0.008
(0.008)

0.003
(0.009)

-0.004
(0.016)

0.0026
(0.009)

nPages3
0.073***
(0.027)

0.073***
(0.027)

0.083***
(0.029)

0.08
(0.051)

0.079***
(0.029)

Intercept
-4.84***
(0.231)

-4.89***
(0.250)

-4.77***
(0.297)

-5.68***
(0.49)

-4.85***
(0.30)

Experiment Fixed
e�ects

X X X X X

Number of
observations

6,047 6,047 4,908 3,081 4,908

Table 7: Impact of the spacing between sessions 1 and 2 (days1−2), on the e�ect of ads on the
decision of visiting the advertiser's page in session 3
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Figure 9: Simulation of the log odds for purchase for the memory-based model and the good-
will model (LM & LE). Impact of changing age of the earliest exposure on odds of pur-
chase. Ages of other exposures are �xed to (a−2 = 10, a−1 = 5). Parameters (c = 0.7, b =
0.2, αi=1,γ

E,M
i = 2, ρ = 0.9, β = −1)

Figure 10: Varying parameter c to see the impact of changing a−3 on log odds of pur-
chase LM according to the memory-based model. (a−2 = 10, a−1 = 5). Parameters (b =
0.2, αi=1,γ

M
i = 2, β = −1)
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Table 8: Estimation results for the homogenous model speci�cations for the models E, GE and
M
Experiment �xed e�ects are not shown here.
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Figure 11: Comparing the impact of ad-exposures predicted by models GE and E.
X axis is the time (days) in future from the current period (when the ad exposure takes place).
On Y axis is the probability of the individual choosing to visit the advertiser's page if the purchase
occasion arises at time x.
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Model E Model GE

Column I Column II Column III

Mean
Standard
Dev.

Mean
Standard
Dev.

Mean
Standard
Dev.

b
4.32**
(1.25)

0.09
(1.36)

5.16**
(1.52)

0.21
(1.41)

5.89**
(1.61)

0.069
(1.61)

c
-0.81*
(0.42)

0.03
(0.34)

-0.77**
(0.39)

0
(0.46)

nExp
0.09**
(0.03)

0.00
(0.06)

0.10**
(0.03)

0.02
(0.06)

0.104**
( 0.030)

0.007
(0.058)

G
-0.03
(0.08)

0.18
(0.11)

-0.09
(0.10)

0.27**
(0.11)

-0.07
(0.07)

0
(0.20)

Intercept
-6.42**
(0.37)

2.11**
(0.18)

-6.37**
(0.36)

2.07**
(0.17)

-6.30**
(0.341)

2.03**
(0.155)

G2 0.018**
(0.006)

G× nExp -0.006
(0.006)

G× x1
-0.020
(0.054)

G× x2
-0.041
(0.062)

G× x3
-0.039
(0.067)

nPages
0.13**
(0.02)

0.13**
(0.02)

0.12**
(0.018)

-Log likelihood 1807.42 1805.63 1802.775

Table 9: Estimates for models E and GE when unobserved heterogeneity is allowed
Note that for model E, ρ = exp(b)

1+exp(b) . Experiment �xed e�ects are not shown here.

Experiment No. Conditions

NA A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Total

1 10,752 5,246 14,722 10,119 5,468 6,344 52,651
2 7,143 30,517 37,660
3 3,229 1,553 3,563 1,659 1,669 1,692 13,365
4 709 408 4,391 412 439 1,149 7,508
5 1,678 949 3,694 992 961 1,450 9,724
6 9,217 4,480 9,547 4,844 4,793 5,316 38,197
7 2,888 2,718 4,300 1,659 1,624 2,302 15,491
8 2,697 1,577 3,457 1,673 1,747 1,820 12,971
9 508 1,819 354 2,681
10 1,124 3,764 820 5,708
11 3,311 14,905 3,229 21,445

Total 43,256 16,931 94,679 21,358 16,701 24,476 217,401

Table 10: Number of sessions in di�erent experiments and conditions
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Figure 12: Advertising strategies yielding highest pro�ts for the month. The advertiser is allowed
to choose a frequency cap and the weeks when advertising is switched on.

Logistic Regression DV: Visit to advertiser's
page in the session

I
(6 ≤ nPages ≤ 10 )

II
(nPages = 7)

nExp:
Num. of
Exposures

0.099*
(0.059)

nExp ≥ 1
-0.328
(0.321)

1 ≤ nExp ≤ 3
0.084
(0.125)

4 ≤ nExp ≤ 7
0.28**
(0.11)

8 ≤ nExp ≤
10

0.30
(0.24)

Num Pages
Fixed e�ects

X

Experiment
Fixed e�ects

X X

Intercept
-4.56***
(0.264)

-2.47***
(0.49)

Num.
Observations

18,340 4,124

Table 11: Impact of repeated exposure to the banner ads in a browsing session.
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Figure 13: Quantitative signi�cance of the impact of multiple exposures to ads within a session.
Simulation for a session with 10 pages browsed.

Conditional on the subset of sessions with
nExp1,n−1 ≥ 1 and more than or equal to

n pages

n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5

β1
0.000
(0.001)

0.000
(0.001 )

-0.000
(0.001)

0.002***
(0.001)

β2 (dropped)
0.001
(0.001)

0.000
(0.001)

0.000
(0.000 )

β0
0.006***
(0.001)

0.005***
(0.001)

0.006***
(0.001 )

0.005***
(0.001)

Num. Obs 47,063 45,749 37,800 31,893

n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9

β1
0.001
(0.001 )

0.002**
(0.001 )

-0.000
(0.001 )

0.002
(0.001)

β2
0.001
(0.000 )

0.000
(0.000)

-0.000
(0.000)

-0.000
(0.000)

β0
0.004***
(0.001)

0.004***
(0.001)

0.005***
(0.001)

0.005***
(0.002)

Num. Obs 26,949 22,950 19,923 17,325

Table 12: Non-parametric evidence of presence of incremental e�ect of multiple exposure to ads
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n=8 n=4
Column I Column II Column III Column IV

1 ≤ nExp1,7 ≤ 4
nExp1,7 ≤ 4 and

Ad7 = 1
nExp1,3 = 1

nExp1,3 = 1and
Ad3 = 1

β1
0.000
(0.001)

0.0037*
(0.002)

0.0011
(0.0014)

0.0039
(0.0026 )

β2
0.00
(0.00)

0.00
(0.001)

(dropped) (dropped)

β0
0.005**
(0.002)

0.003
(0.004)

0.006***
(0.001)

0.005***
(0.002)

Num. Obs 12,260 5,268 12,881 4,227

Table 13: Evidence showing that ads may be more e�ective when displayed consecutively

OLS DV: Dummy
indicating one session only

I II III

Ad Condition
(Ad)

-0.00
(0.002)

0.001
(0.002)

0.00
(0.002)

V isit -0.06***
(0.01)

V isit×Ad -0.013
(0.015)

V iew_num -0.10***
(0.04)

V iew_num×Ad 0.006
(0.04)

Intercept 0.88***
(0.002)

0.94***
(0.01)

0.94***
(0.01)

Table 14: Impact of ads on consumer's decision to revisit the website

DV: days between �rst two
sessions

I II

Ad condition
in session 1

(Ad1)

0.24
(0.24)

0.21
(0.24)

V isit1 -3.72***
(1.37)

V isit1 ×Ad1 1.84
(1.58)

Intercept 6.89***
(1.38)

7.0***
(1.38)

Table 15: Impact of ads on time interval between sessions
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Logit DV: Visit to advertiser's page in the second session

I II
III

Ad2 = 0
IV

V isit1 = 0
V

V isit1 = 0

nExp1
0.051**
(0.024)

0.087**
(0.041)

0.111*
(0.057)

0.033
(0.029)

0.079**
(0.039)

nExp2
0.056*
(0.031)

0.055*
(0.031)

0.056*
(0.034)

0.087**
(0.039)

nExp2 × nExp1
-0.012
(0.008)

Num. Pages browsed
in Session 2

0.189***
(0.070)

0.193***
(0.070)

0.221
(0.181)

0.177**
(0.076)

0.172**
(0.077)

Num. Pages browsed
in Session 1

-0.029
(0.027)

1 ≤ nPages2 ≤ 3 X X X X X
4 ≤ nPages2 ≤ 7 X X X X X
8 ≤ nPages2 ≤ 10 X X X X X
11 ≤ nPages2 ≤ 14 X X X X X

Intercept
-5.919***
(1.263)

-5.906***
(1.264)

-22.607
-5.937***
(1.389)

-5.965***
(1.388)

Experiment Fixed
e�ects

X X X X X

Num. Observations 10,739 10,739 2,111 10,494 10,494

Table 16: Impact of exposure to ads on probability of visiting advertiser's page in the next session
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